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INTRODUCTION
Atlanta is frequently referred to as a mecca for Blacks because of
its alleged large black middle class population* In the minds of many,
however, this symbolic phrase is suspect. Statistics suggest that Atlanta
affords no more for the economically and politically exploited black com¬
munity than any other major American city.^ Atlanta's black residents,
like the counterparts elsewhere, have been systematically plagued by high
unemployment, low wages, less desirable occupations, low educational
attairment, poor housing, police harassment, and low morale, all of vrfiich
have consequently led to severe labor problems within the black community.
These problems have become a central concern of several of Atlanta's
black community organizations which have chosen to address themselves to
the economic improvement of poor black Atlantans.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the activities and efforts
of two black community organizations to effect changes in the labor status
of black Atlantans and to determine the extent to which they have pre¬
sented a viable strategy for black community development. The primary
objective of this paper is to assess the extent to which the Atlanta
For comparison with other Southern cities see Harry Holloway,
Politics of the Southern Negro (New York: Random House, 1969)» for
comparison with other major cities, see U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current
Population Reports, Series P-23, No. 42, The Social and Economic Status
of Black Population in the United States, 1971, (Washington, D. C.,
Government Printing Office, 1972).
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Chapter of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and the Metro¬
politan Atlanta Summit Leadership Congress have sought to construct
revolutionary attitudes among the workers that are based on an analysis
that will lead to a continuous commitment to the struggle for political
and economic development of the black community. Before Blacks can do
anything about their oppressive conditions, they must develop a critical
consciousness toward themselves and the prevailing economic and politi¬
cal system in which they live and thereby enhance their capacities for
shaping and molding their own minds.
The two organizations were chosen for analysis because they have
attempted to organize workers outside the traditional white labor union
establishment, and hence, have chosen to organize the workers exclusively
on the behalf of the black conmunity. Asmany black scholars have agreed,
a crucial factor to the success of the black labor movement is the extent
to which the present potential power inherent in the black community is
not diffused and dissolved into a hostile white power structure.' Only
then can Blacks create an organized labor movement that is capable of
speaking to the needs and interests of the black community.
Some of the basic concepts that will be used in this study are
defined as follows:
"Revolutionary attitudes" refer to essentially the questions of
enduring and expanding, of transforming discontent into organized and
effective action? defying and defeating the enemy and building alternatives
See Talmadge Anderson, "Black Economic Liberation Under Capitalism,"
Black Scholar. II (October, 1970), or "The Labor Movement: Revolutionary
or--" in James Boggs, Racism and the Class Struggle (New York: Monthly
Review Press, 1970), pp. 91-100.
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that assure the defense of one's particular interests and the development
of one's potential. Therefore, it means the overturning of one's ideas
and disposition in reference to one's perception of the American political
and economic system as well as to one's perception of self and his/her
relation to that system.^
"Political development" refers to the process wherein the black com¬
munity achieves maximum independence in making decisions and controlling
those structures or institutions which influence the values and welfare
of the black community.
"Economic development" refers to the process of creating capital
resources and technical skills in order to provide a self-sustaining
base that is grounded on large scale social ownership wherein the needs
of the community and not the needs or interests of one particular indi¬
vidual or group is the determining factor in the allocation of resources.
"Community organization" refers to the process by which a community
identifies its needs or objectives, orders (or ranks) these needs or
objectives, develops the confidence and will to work at these needs or
objectives, finds the resources (internal and external) to deal with these
needs and objectives, takes action in respect to them, and in so doing
extends and develops cooperative practices in the community.^
"Continuous commitment" is defined as the process of being devoted
to a point where one is willing to involve himself and participate in an
on-going day-to-day struggle to combat all obstacles that impede black
community development.
^Ron Karenga, "Overturning Ourselves: From Mystification to Meaning¬
ful Struggle," The Black Scholar, IV (October, 1972), 6.
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Murray Ross, Community Organization: Theory, Principles, and Prac¬
tice (New York: Harper and Row, 1967), p. 40.
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"Black labor movement" is defined as the organized action of black
organizations and individuals who have concerned themselves with mobili¬
zing black workers for political and economic struggles whose primary
allegiance is to solving problems impregnating the black community.
This analysis moves from the assumption that all human behavior
occurs within a political context. This is to say that one's conscious
actions are distinguished by his efforts to define, influence, or deter¬
mine the actions of others, thereby forcing them to act in a manner that
they would not under the ordinary circumstances. Reflecting on the
relationships that exist in American society today, we are led to an
analysis which depicts two different groups of people, mainly the white
dominant class which possesses the major instruments of the production
and the allocation of economic resources, and therefore the means of
establishing political dominance, and the black subordinate or subject
class which serves the basic interest of the dominant class and is poli¬
tically and economically exploited by it. This situation exists locally,
nationally, as well as internationally. This dominant class which is a
self-conscious integrated unit, seeks to set political priorities at all
three levels. Therefore, a protracted struggle has existed between the
two groups, both struggling to maximize their position.
The study will begin with a discussion of the social and economic
characteristics of Atlanta's black labor force which will be followed by
an analysis of the two community organizations in terms of their philoso¬
phies, objectives, programs and the rationale and assumptions which under¬
gird their strategies and approaches to labor problems. Chapter three
will present an analytical description of two labor disputes, the role
the community organizations played in negotiating a settlement, and a
vi i
discussion of the viability of their strategies for black community
development. The work will conclude with generalizations regarding
developing alternative strategies which may be employed in establishing
priorities for the black community.
Inasmuch as the two organizations under study have played a primary
role during 1972 in mobilizing the black labor movement in Atlanta, it
is hoped that this research will provide some basic insight into the
actual identity, purpose, and direction of the movement. These aspects
are important because before we can determine alternative measures for
black community development, we must consciously gauge the present




CHARACTERISTICS OF ATUNTA'S BUCK UBOR FORCE
In the American capitalist system there is a strong relationship
between race and economic power. Ownership and control of the means of
production and distribution are in the hands of the white corporate class.
This is true, a fortiori, in Atlanta.^ The corporations which control
Atlanta's economy have followed policies which have institutionally cate¬
gorized and assigned Blacks to positions which assure their economic and
political powerlessness. The social and economic characteristics of its
Black population reveal that income, employment, educational attainment,
housing standards, etc., are far below that of white Atlantans, thereby,
making it possible for white dominance to prevail.
The Atlanta Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) comprises
Cobb, Fulton, Clayton, Gwinnett, and Dekalb counties and the city of
Atlanta located in part of Fulton and Dekalb counties. The 1970 popula¬
tion of the SMSA was 1,390,164 of which 310,632 or 22.3 pef* cent were
2
black. However, most of the black population was concentrated heavily
in the city of Atlanta which had 496,973 persons with 256,210 blacks
Vor ranking of Atlanta's corporate class see "Atlanta's Millionaire
Companies," Atlanta Magazine, (December, 1972), p. 86.
^U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population and Housing: 1970
Census Tracts, Final Report PHC(1)-l4 Atlanta, Georgia, SMSA (Washington,
0. C.: Government Printing Office, 1972), p. 1.
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constituting 51 per cent of the total population.' If we looked at the
civilian labor force, that is, those currently employed, waiting to begin
a new job, or actively seeking employment, the figures would show that
the SMSA's labor force is composed of 606,067 with 587,708 persons
actively employed and 18,359 or 3»0 per cent unemployed.^ Included in
this number were 126,283 blacks or 20.8 per cent with 120,000 or 20.5 per
cent actively employed. For the city of Atlanta, the total civilian labor
force consisted of 119,054 with 115»043 who were actively employed.^ Of
this number 53»730 were blacks with 51»604 actively employed.
Since roost of Atlanta's blacks are concentrated within the city of
Atlanta, the study will focus on that area. There have been two major
studies of the social and economic characteristics of Atlanta's central
city. A 1968-1969 study conducted by the Atlanta Urban Employment Survey
(UES) revealed that a majority of blacks were concentrated within a mile
radius of downtown Atlanta on the west and south sides. Likewise, the
1970 Census Employment Survey (CES) studied the selected low-income areas
(SLIA's) of Atlanta which were areas that characteristically experienced
employment and income problems. This area, designated as the Census
Employment Survey Area, roughly coincided with the same areas designated
by the 1968-69 study which studied the area known as the Concentrated
Employment Program Target Area (CEP). Both studies followed generally the
same pattern, but the areas in the CES were, in all cases, larger than
'ibid.
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Georgia Department of Labor, Georgia Population and Labor Force
Summary, April, 1970. November, 1972, p, 14.
^Census Tracts, Atlanta, p. 95.
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the areas In the UES. The total population in the CES was 131*619 as
compared to 60,000 in the UES. Fifty-five per cent of the total black
labor force resided in the CES, while twenty-three per cent resided in
the UES.
The Concentrated Employment Program Areas referred to target areas in
which the U, S. Department of Labor combined separate manpower programs
in order to concentrate the impact of these programs and were identified
as having a high proportion of families with low incomes. Areas included
were Nash-Washington, West End, Pittsburg, Price and Sumroerhi11-Mechanics-
ville. The Census Employment Survey Area referred roughly to the same
category of blacks. The selected low income areas did not encompass all
low income families in Atlanta, nevertheless, the statistics and figures
that these studies reveal are important to labor leaders for they supply
a basis upon which to compare what is with what ought to be.
The Urban Employment Survey indicated that during the twelve months
ending June, 1969 unemployment among CEP residents averaged 8.6 per cent
as compared to an average of 5.2 per cent for the city of Atlanta.^ The
study showed that one of every four workers residing in the CEP area was
unemployed duri ng this period as compared to one in six for the city.
Other initial findings of the UES included:
1. Median annual income of CEP Area families was $4,900 as com¬
pared to $7,600 for all families in the city and $8,600 for
the U. S.
'^U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Atlanta
Urban Employment Survey, December, 1969, p. 1.
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2. Median weekly earnings of CEP Area residents working full
time were $81.00 as compared to $106 for Atlanta.
3. In the CEP Area full time black workers had median weekly
earnings of $77*00, more than 20 per cent below the $98.00
of white workers.
4. More than one-sixth of the adult men in the CEP Area worked
as laborers and more than one-fourth of the women were
domestics in private homes.
In August of 1970, the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reported
that 15*000 Atlanta families had incomes at or below poverty levels.^ This
represented one of every seven families in the city of Atlanta. The Bureau
indicated that 36 per cent of the impoverished families resided in the
CEP Area where the families were three times more likely to have inadequate
incomes than families in the rest of Atlanta. More specifically, the
Bureau reported that 25*7 per cent of all CEP families were in poverty,
while 8.7 per cent of all families in the balance of the city were in
similar straits. The findings showed that while one of every 14 white
families were in poverty, one of every 5 black families was in the same
bracket. In 1969* of the 10,600 poor black families in Atlanta, 4,800 or
45 per cent lived in the CEP portion which contained 35 per cent of all
black families in the city.^ Black families comprised 78 per cent of all
families within the CEP area, but accounted for 89 per cent of all poor
families.
A news release by the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics supplied
News Release, U. S. Department of Labor, Southeastern Regional
Office, August 16, 1970. (The poverty levels for urban families ranged
from $1,748 for single individuals living alone to $5*789 for families
with 7 or more members).
^Ibid.* p. 2.
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additional figures pertaining to the characteristics of the city of
Atlanta's household heads. The proportion of those making under $65 a
week was more than twice as high in the CEP Areas as in the balance of
the city—9 per cent and 4 per cent, respectively.' Black males comprised
three-fourths of all male household heads in the CEP Area earning below
the minimum wage equivalent. The figures for black women are more alarming
In the CEP Area two of every five families were headed by women and more
than half of them earned less than $65 for a full time work week compared
to one-fourth of the women in the rest of the city. Added to this was the
fact that of the highest proportion of those with low earnings, 59 per
cent were black women household heads in the CEP Area.
It has been revealed also that household heads in the CEP Area, in the
12 months ending June, 1969> comprised 4.1 per cent of all unemployed house
2
hold heads in Atlanta. Females accounted for more than one-third of the
household heads in the area's work force, but had an unemployment rate of
9.2 per cent. Moreover, statistics pertaining to underemployment affected
a far larger proportion of CEP Area residents, tapping 3*3 per cent of the
male household heads and 14.5 per cent of the women. In fact, black female
household heads living in the CEP Area were times more likely to be
underemployed than are those in the balance of the city.
Both black and white household heads 16 years old and over in the CEP
Area were more likely to be out of the labor force than their comparable
News Release, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Southeastern
Regional Office, December 27, 1970, p. 1.
^Ibid.. p. 2.
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group in the rest of the city. Of the total group of males, 19 per cent
in the CEP Area were neither working nor looking for work, while 13 per
cent in the balance of the city were similarly classified.^ The one
reason frequently given by 45 per cent of the CEP Area residents for labor
force non-participation was "unable to work." Only 23 per cent responded
with the same answer in the balance of the city. Also, CEP Area female
heads were more often not in the labor force. By race, the difference
between white women were more pronounced--showi ng 56 per cent in the CEP
Area not seeking work and 38 per cent in the balance of the city. For
black women, the percentages were 40 per cent and 26 per cent in the
respective areas. For all women, the predominant reason given for not
working was that they "keep house." One-fifth of the black women in both
areas said they were "unable to work," as compared to one-fifteenth of
the white women.
The UES findings also reported that educational attainment was low
in the CEP Area. Median years of school completed by men 25 years of age
and over was 9.4 as compared to 12.2 for the city. The median for CEP
women was 10.2, two years lower than the median for women in the city.
Moreover, the median years of school completed by black males 25 years and
over in the CEP Area was 9.3 as compared to 10.4 for men in the rest of
Atlanta. For white men 25 years and over, the figures were 10.2 as com¬
pared to 12.6 in the balance of the city. For black females median years




that of white females was 10.9 and 12.5» respectively.
Characteristics revealed by the 1970 Census Employment Survey which
studied selected low income areas (SLIA's) in Atlanta^ show some of these
same inequities. The Census report indicated that 131fl69 of Atlanta's
496,973 residents lived in these areas. Of this total number living in
SLIA's studied, 45,533 were black males and 63,523 were black females.^
These figures indicate that the selected low income areas (which are
enlarged patterns of the CEP areas) are still heavily black. The follow¬
ing table supplies a more illustrative idea of current employment status




Whi te Black Whi te Black
Total Population
16 years and over 9,769 45,533 12,517 63,523
In labor force 6,650 35,856 4,620 34,588
At work 6,029 30,716 3,837 28,221
Full-time schedules 4,946 25,543 2,710 20,401
Part-time schedules 1,082 5,174 1,127 7,820
With job but not at work 292 2,737 358 2,780
Unemployed 330 2,402 425 3,587
Unemployment Rate 5.0 6.7 9.2 10.4
Not in the labor force 3,119 9,677 7,897 28,935
Labor force participation rate 68.1 78.7 36.9 54.4
Source: 1970 Census, Employment Profiles of Selected Low Income
Areas, Atlanta. Georgia.
U. S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1970, Employment
Profiles of Selected Low-Income Areas, Final Report PHC(3)-36, Atlanta,
Georgia. (Washington, 0. C.:Government Printing Office, 1971), p. 1.
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From this table it can be seen that even though Blacks participated
in the labor force at much higher rates than whites* they still had higher
unemployment rates. Further findings have revealed that blacks also hold
the overwhelming majority of positions as laborers and service workers and
enjoy less weekly and annual salaries. In all cases the gap between white
and black females living in the SLIA's was much wider than that of white
and black males. While white males comprised 21.4 per cent of the white
collar and 77.3 per cent of the blue collar workers, black males comprised
16.9 per cent and 84.3 per cent, respectively. This gap was even larger
for white and black women, with white women holding 44.9 per cent of the
white collar jobs and 54.9 per cent of the blue collar jobs and black
women, 29.4 per cent and 70.3 per cent, respectively. (Appendix A)
A glance at the weekly and annual salary scales for whites and blacks
would disclose that the median weekly earnings for white males was $111
as compared to $106 for blacks. Here again, the gap between white and
black women was more pronounced, showing a weekly median of $87 for white
females and $76 for Blacks. Annual earning would reveal some of these
same discrepancies. (Appendix B)
It might also be useful to look at some of the comparisons of the
SLIA's with the rest of the city in order to get a more comparative view
of the actual situation. For the city of Atlanta, the unemployment rate
for blacks was 5.0 per cent and for whites, 3*1 per cent.^ In the SLIA's
unemployment rates among black males in 1970 was 6.7 per cent and for the
^According to a study done by the Atlanta University School of
Social Work.
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city 4.0 per cent. For black females the unemployment rate was 10.4 per
cent for the SLIA and 6.0 per cent for the city.
These comparisons were made just to show the extent of economic
inadequacies and disparities that exist between the races within the city.
An even more accurate picture of the inequitable distribution of jobs and
income can be seen in the personnel of the city government where blacks
are also employed in the lowest paying and least influential jobs.
Even though the Atlanta Community Relations Coninission has reported
that black employment had increased by 3^ per cent since 1970 in the cate¬
gories of managers, professional, clerical, operators, police, and firemen,^
their findings were overshadowed by the realization that the majority of
the blacks working for the city government are laborers and service workers.
Blacks constituted 55 per cent of the laborers in the Public Works Depart¬
ment, 44 per cent of the laborers in the Water Department, and 56 per cent
2
of the service workers for the Board of Education. Black employment in
city government as of 1972 was as follows:
TABLE 2
BLACK EMPLOYMENT, 1970-72
Cateqory Total Black White
Per Cent
Black
Managers 113 18 115 13.5
Professional 1,070 205 865 19.2
Clerical 1,005 265 790 25.1
Operators 1,569 408 1,116 26.0
Laborers 2,537 1,887 650 74.4
Service 776 691 85 89.0
Police 1,277 248 1,029 19.4
Firemen 992 181 811 18.2
Total 9.409 3.903 5.506 41.5
^Community Relations Commission, City of Atlanta: Minority Hirinq
and Promotions-Update, 1972, p. ii.
2lbid
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According to a study done by James A. Hefner of the Negro Employment
in the South Projects^ employment opportunities for blacks in Atlanta
were better in the public sector than in the private: Blacks were more
heavily employed in city, county, and federal governments than in Atlanta's
2
top fifteen industries. Of the government units, it was discovered that
the state governmait had the lowest black employment rate. As a percentage
of total employment. Blacks had higher percentage rates in the Federal
government and the city of Atlanta. However, almost half of the black
employees for the Federal government work in the Atlanta Post Office, and
at all levels of government. Blacks are heavily concentrated in the lower
paying jobs.
The severe employment and income problems that exist among some two-
thirds of Atlanta's black population have automatically led to crucial
problems in housing and education. Here again we find great inequities
between whites and blacks, the low-income areas and the balance of the
city, and the city of Atlanta and Metropolitan Atlanta.
In reference to housing, in 1970 it was reported that housing con¬
ditions of the city were appreciably inferior to Metro-housing, with 12
per cent of metro-housing at substandard levels, but 20 per cent for the
3
city. Central Atlanta contained about half of the city's housing units,
but all city census tracts with 10 per cent or more dilapidated housing
were located in this area and were 10 per cent older and overcrowded.
Also reported was the fact that government action destroyed four times as
^Sponsored by the Manpower Achtjini strati on of the U. S. Department of
Labor and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
^See James A. Hefner, Black Employment in Atlanta, 1968.
^Research Atlanta, Which Way Atlanta, 1972, p. 36.
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many low-income housing as were built through government programs. In
the city of Atlanta, of the 22,545 units of low-income housing demolished
between 1960-70, there were constructed via government action (public
and federally assisted private sponsored housing) only about 5,600 units
of low-income housing.^ This revealed that there are indeed serious
housing shortages among Atlanta's black population which comprises the
overwhelming majority of the city's low-income families.
The picture painted by the institutions of public education present
no brighter situation. Total enrollment in the city of Atlanta's school
system has been declining since the mid-l960's. Seventy-one per cent of
the students in the nine metro-Atlanta public school systems are white and
29 per cent are black, while figures of the city of Atlanta reveal that
23 per cent are white and 77 per cent are black. According to a study
done by Research Atlanta, Metropolitan Atlanta spends almost as much for
education as it does for other local government services combined. The
schools in the nine school systans of Metro-Atlanta receive approximately
45 cents out of every metropolitan local tax dollar, where the primary
3
source of financial support is the local city and county property tax.
It has also been indicated that the city of Atlanta taxpayers support
not only their schools but also subsidize Fulton County schools through
county-wide property taxes and fund transfers through the county govern¬
ment. In 1970 this subsidy totalled $3»199,111 to Fulton County schools
^Ibid.. p. 49.
^Ibid., (Update section on Education).
^Ibid., p. 72.
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or 23.8 per cent of county local education taxes.^ Consequently, Atlanta
taxpayers not only pay the highest local education tax per capita In
Georgia, but also pay part of the expenses of Fulton County Schools.
Atlanta paid for one-fourth of Fulton County local education taxes in
1970. Still, Atlanta's city schools continue to increase their expendi¬
tures as enrollment continues to decrease.
Atlanta's tax digest (value of taxable property) has grown less than
2 per cent since 1970, while other jurisdictions in the SMSA were growing
2
by 10 per cent or more. The slow digest growth in Atlanta has been
attributed to new businesses locating outside the city and tax exempt
construction removing property from the tax digest. Nonetheless, Atlantans
still pay approximately 50 per cent higher tax rates than residents of
other jurisdictions. Added to this is the realization that expenditures
inside the city for schools and local government are growing much faster
than the property digest.
All of these factors concerning the city's black economic status
lead to alarming conclusions. Since the city has a large black majority
and since white businesses and residents are moving away from the central
city, black Atlantans will begin to bear a heavy portion of financing
local city and county government. Since the tax digest increases so
slowly, the deplorable economic conditions in education, housing, and other
publicly financed services will continue to deteriorate. These factors
also point to the realization that Atlanta's white power structure is
hbid., p. 77.
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seeking to create a permanent economic subsystem within the central city
where black manpower would be primarily employed in the low-wage sector
of the economy and where it will provide a pool of low-skilled labor for
an economy in vhich black resources will be needed less and less.
Indeed, these facts and figures have serious implications for the
community organization and individuals struggling within the black labor
movement in Atlanta. These distinguishing features must be considered
and analyzed in determining objectives, strategies and approaches in
solving the labor problems of Black Atlantans. Community organizations
must begin to create situations wherein poor black Atlantans will become
mobilized to a point where they can become critically capable of analyzing
their situation in terms of the broader American political and economic
systems, and in so doing also become able to significantly contribute to
the alleviation of oppression of poor Blacks.
The next chapter of this study will be devoted to a discussion of
the two community organizations that have played a significant role in
the Atlanta Black Labor Movement during 1972. Attempts to mobilize the
black labor force have grown out of their established objectives, philoso¬
phies, programs, and scope, and our focus will be on these aspects.
CHAPTER II
SOME PRINCIPLES OF COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION AND A
LOOK AT THE OBJECTIVES, PHILOSOPHY, AND
PROGRAM OF THE SCLC AND THE MASLC
The responsibilities of community organizations must become the sub¬
stance of marked change in the political, economic, and humanitarian forces
in the black community. More and more. Blacks are realizing the necessity
of performing a more decisive function in their day-to-day and future lives.
To this end, as community organizations, the Atlanta Chapter of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference and the Metropolitan Atlanta Summit Leader¬
ship Congress, have played crucial roles in mobilizing the black working
community for they have represented the grass root mechanisms whereby poor
black Atlantans have activated their grievances and demands and worked
cooperatively through channels of effective action. It is the author's
opinion that comnunity organizations must serve as effective vehicles of
political and economic development for it is through these channels that
they can seek to unify Blacks behind a common ideology and strategy in
order to maximize the full potential of the black community. Therefore,
community organizations are important to black community development for
they provide the organized structure which can serve as the mediating
force to create sound, enduring black unity.
Community organizations (C.O.'s) must also help to identify those
14
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forces which have created white stratagems and mystifications which have
kept Blacks divided. Moreover, the community organization program must
aim at building mass revolutionary organizations offering new values upon
which to base community development while simultaneously offering con¬
structive provisional reforms (short range goals). Long range goals must
entail measures that would prevent the organization from becoming a purely
reformist organization which inevitably would have a very short life span
and provide few incentives for continuous commitment. Consequently, the
greatest problem for black community organizations will be how to conduct
a continuous day-to-day struggle that will strengthen rather than weaken
the revolutionary will and potential of the mass movement. Of prime import
ance will be the extent to which the organizations can transform the
people's consciousness so that thoughts and actions will lead to the
development of attitudes capable of systematically and critically analyzing
the realities of their life situations. Hence, the community organization
must conduct continuous struggles in the interest of the black masses with¬
out losing sight of the revolutionary goals and without failing in their
responsibility to build an ever more powerful revolutionary movement that
would maximize the position of blacks in the American capitalist system.
As alluded to earlier, Murray Ross has defined the community organiza¬
tion process as one in which the community identifies its needs or object¬
ives, orders and ranks them, develops the confidence and will to work at
these needs or objectives, finds the resources to deal with them, takes
action in respect to them, and in so doing extends and develops cooperative
and collaborative attitudes and practices in the community.^ Simply stated
^Murray Ross, Community Orqanizationt Theory, Principles, and Prac¬
tice (New York: Harper and Row, l9b/), p. 40.
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the comnunity organization process is concerned with bringing people
together to identify order, and act effectively in solving cotnnon prob¬
lems. Ross further qualified this definition by contending that as a
result of developing cooperative and collaborative attitudes, people in
the cofranunity will come to understand, accept and work with one another;
that in the process of identifying and dealing with common problems, sub¬
groups and their leaders will become disposed to cooperate with other
subgroups in common endeavors, and will develop skills in overcoming the
inevitable conflicts and difficulties which emerge in such collective
tasks.^ Added to this, Ross continued,.is the realization that this
emphasis on collaborative and cooperative attitudes and practices does not
imply elimination of differences, of tension, of conflict, rather these
forces will give life and vitality to a movement and it must be recognized
that such conflict can be disruptive and destructive, or it can be positive
and creative. It can move through a community leaving bitterness, distrust,
and hatred, or conflict can lead to increased understanding, tolerance, and
community strength. Therefore, community organizations must aim at plan¬
ning and integrating the community for effective action. This is to say
that it must first identify and explore possible solutions to the problem
and secondly, help members of the community identify with it, share in the
interests and participation in the affairs of the community, and share the
common values and means for expressing those values, thereby creating a




be overstressed for they are integral aspects of the community organiza¬
tion process and must be cultivated to the point where they are incor¬
porated into every aspect of community development.
When looking at community organizations, we find that they can serve
either as geographical or functional units--funct{onal because they were
established as a result of a commonality of community interests and geo¬
graphical because they were organized to represent a certain area or
region. The SCLC and the MASLC have served more as functional units
because they were created with a special purpose in mind, to provide a
vehicle for expression of grievances by the community and as a means of
unifying the people so that they can plan for future development of the
community.
In seeking to organize communities around grievances, we find that
there are several approaches that can be used, programs implanted by the
external agents, the "multiple approach" and the "inner resources approach."^
The first approach represents the disposition of external agents to implant
a specific technique or program in the community where the people have
seldom requested it, but are those directly affected by it. Such examples
would include a housing project or a new school where the requests came
from agents of the federal government. The second approach represents the
disposition of planners and leaders of the organization where the main
impetus for change has arisen. The grassroots are involved and help shape
the character of the change, however, the overall aspects of the change
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are brought about by those external from the actual convnunity of people.
Such examples would include the Modernization Program of the federal
housing projects or the Model Cities program. The last approach lays
stress on the need to encourage communities of people to identify their
own wants and needs and to work cooperatively at satisfying them. Com¬
munity projects are decided upon and initiated by the people and they only
turn to the external agents to provide aid, but, as Ross has stated, change
comes as a community sees the need for change and as it develops the will
and capacity to make changes it feels desirable.
Aside from those structural aspects of the community organization
process, we must look at other aspects of the program itself. The organi¬
zation must seek to create what Saul Alinsky has termed a "people's pro¬
gram." This program, out of necessity, grows out of whatever the people
themselves decide, a set of principles, purposes, and practices which have
been commonly agreed upon by the people.^ Alinsky maintained that a
people's organization has two assumptions, one, that it is the accepted
understanding that the organization will generate power which will be con¬
trolled and applied for the attainment of a program, and secondly, only
through organization can a people's program be achieved. Hence, the people
will determine what their future development will be. Alinsky forcefully
asserted that the people should have the opportunity and power to make
and enforce the decisions instead of seeking the power vested in just a
few. Added to this is the realization that the program of a real people's
^Saul D. Alinsky, Reveille For Radicals (New York: Vintage Books,
1969), p. 54.
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organization accepts the ovenuriielming fact that problems range through
all aspects of life, that all problems are related, and that they are
all the progeny of certain fundamental causes, that ultimate success in
conquering these evils can be achieved only by victory over all evils.
Members must also recognize the functional relationship that exists between
issues, their communities, and the social structure. Consequently, the
people must be able to relate their problems to the broader political,
economic, and social structure which have defined and created their dis¬
comfort.
The community organization process is also defined in terms of the
relationship between the leadership and the people. Leaders must possess
real and sincere respect for the dignity of the people. Likewise, involve¬
ment and cooperation of indigeneous leadership that is identified with
and accepted by major subgroups in the community is of utmost necessity.
The only way to reach people is through their own representatives or
leaders, and consequently, only the people and their leaders can build a
people's organization.
Another extremely important aspect of community organization is the
extent to which the community organization can organize the people around
their discontent with the prevalent conditions. Murray Ross maintained
that the community organization that is to help develop and sustain com¬
munity integration should emerge as a result of dissatisfaction with the
existing conditions and should continue with deep sensitivity to this or
other dissatisfactions.^ It is under such circumstances that community
^Ross, p. 162.
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organizations are able to withstand inner conflicts, contemplate and
initiate change and adjustments. Nevertheless, discontent per se is of
doubtful value. To provide motivation for action, discontent must be
focused on something specific. Hence, discontent is channelled into a
structure through which something may be done about the problem.
The community organization must also develop active and effective
lines of communication, both within the organization, within the com¬
munity, as well as between the organization and the community. This aspect
cannot be overemphasized. Without communication there cannot be that
interaction by which common meanings, common life, and common values are
established.^ This implies that communication involves a good deal more
than the mechanical process of receiving and transmitting messages, rather
it posits a process by which the area of common understanding and shared
values are disseminated in the community. Effective communication within
a group, or between groups, depends to a considerable extent on the quality
2
of relationships between the people involved. Where hostility, fear,
aggression, distrust, disrespect predominate in these relationships, com¬
munication will be far less effective than where there are friendliness,
mutual respect and trust. This suggests the importance of the creation of
a social climate which permits and facilitates communication. Moreover,
the manner in which communication is structured is also of extreme
importance. Methods used to make interactions meaningful must be carefully
hbid., p. 181
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analyzed. This may take the form of written or verbal means of estab¬
lishing common understanding.
Black community organizations must take these aspects into account
for they are important if they are to operate as liberating forces in the
black community. Maximum participation of the people must be a crucial
aim of the organization. If the organizations are to create revolutionary
attitudes capable of engaging in a continuous struggle, it will be of
utmost necessity that they consider these principles. The extent to which
the organizational programs have utilized these principles has a direct
relationship to the degree to which the black community will be able to
re-create themselves, their communities, and their institutions.
Since the major concern of this paper has to do with the role of the
SCLC and the MASLC in the black labor movement in Atlanta, we turn now to
a discussion of these organizations which have worked side by side in most
of the labor disputes during 1972. Attention is focused on the manner in
which they sought to utilize the principles of community organization as
discussed in the preceding pages.
Recognizing the oppressive situation that existed in Atlanta's black
community, realizing the need to instill in it, the will and desire for
initiating fundamental changes and seeking to develop a new kind of com¬
munity organization, the Metro Atlanta Summit Leadership Congress (MASLC)
was established in January 1968. The MASLC was established to fight dis¬
crimination and racism against the black people in Atlanta.^ Formulated
as a coalition of about forty organizations, the MASLC hoped to develop
^Metropolitan Atlanta Summit Leadership Congress, History. (Memo)
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a level of consciousness in the black community that focused on its
oppressive status. Since its inception* MASLC has been actively involved
in mobilizing the black community towards acquiring strength to make
changes in their political and economic predicament. It has utilized the
strike* picket line* demonstrations and associated protest activities as
primary strategies to battle racism and discrimination against Atlanta's
black population* It has maintained what it has called a "vigil over
Metropolitan Atlanta" whose downtrodden* poverty-stricken* police bru¬
talized* underemployed and unemployed blacks are increasing by the
thousands. ^
Structurally* the administrative body is composed of five officers*
the president* first and second vice presidents* a secretary* and a treasurer.
There is also a Board of Directors which is composed of 46 members from all
walks of life* (See Appendix C). The Director* Reverend Joseph E. Boone*
has been by far the most active member of the organization and has played
a crucial role in leading the organization and rendering advice and support
to labor strikes in Atlanta. The organization has 600 members* although
only about ten are actually active in the organization's activities.
The MASLC has realized the importance of establishing certain assump¬
tions to serve as yardsticks to the C.O. process for what is done* what
is attempted and what is valued grows out of this framework. Hence* the
MASLC has placed its framework within a philosophy that is based on the
idea of equal justice for all people. To this end* it believes that
^Metropolitan Atlanta Summit Leadership Congress* Annual Report,
1972.
2
Interview with Curtis Sibley* Community organizer of the MASLC*
April 9* 1973.
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change can be made to serve the masses of the people and these changes
must come about through struggle and non>vio1ent protest. The MASLC
believes that there Is nothing wrong with the structure and Ideas of the
American political and economic system. The problem as the MASLC sees It,
Is that those who govern do not live up to what the U. S. Constitution
says.^ It Is believed that as long as the capitalistic system does not
serve the masses of the people, the MASLC will organize against It, but
only through working within the system. It believes that the capitalist
system has not provided Blacks a means of acquiring political power and
that It must be recognized that there Isa direct relationship between
politics and economics. Curtis Sibley, a MASLC community organizer,
related that the organization realized that power resided In the hands of
those who control the economic, political, and educational Institutions
In America and that It was up to Blacks to struggle to control their own
Institutions. The only way Blacks could ever hope to do this, he continued,
would be to acquire political power through getting a "better share of the
economic pie." To this end, the organization has structured Its programs
around racist and discriminatory practices that exist as deterrents to
economic development In the black community.
As a community organization, the MASLC has served basically as a means
whereby the poor working people of Atlanta have sought to Identify their
labor problems so as to order and act effectively In solving them. In
establishing objectives. It has basically been concerned with establishing
short range goals. Its primary short range goals Include "acquiring those
hbld.
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things one needs in order to function as human beings—good jobs, housing,
education, welfare, etc."^ These goals deal with the material needs of
the community. The long range goal, to rid the black community of dis¬
crimination and oppression, has been reinforced by the short range goals,
therefore, the organization's basic goals have remained reformist in
nature.
The MASLC has served as a functional unit which utilizes the "inner
resources approach" wherein stress was placed on the need for the com¬
munity of workers to identify their needs and to work cooperatively at
satisfying them. Groups or individuals usually appeal to the MASLC for
aid in solving problems. Organizers then go into the community or places
of employment to help them identify their needs and objectives and help
them to act effectively in solving them. The MASLC seeks to help workers
channel their discontent around their disenchantment with prevalent con¬
ditions. It points out that the dissatisfaction grew out of their need for
better working conditions. In so doing, the MASLC focuses discontent on
a specific problem, therefore channelling discontent into a structure
through which a solution can be reached.
In establishing effective lines of communication, the MASLC has
depended more on verbal means than written. Although the organization
plans to start a weekly newsletter, there is presently no official news
organ. The organization depends basically on "word of mouth" by members
and its organizers to inform the community of its activities.
Crucial to the program of any community organization is the extent to
^Isaac Whitfield, community organizer of the MASLC, June 26, 1973*
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which it realizes that a functional relationship exists between all prob¬
lems. This was realized by the MASLC and can be seen in the extent of
its programs. The MASLC has continuously and vigorously protested police
brutality and harassment in the black conrnunity, it has played a crucial
role in alleviating problems of drug addicts, improving housing, spon¬
soring a free food and clothing program, holding tutorial programs for
those youths attending integrated schools, and conducting black awareness
classes for members of the community. The programs are being funded by
the Georgia Office of Drug Abuse under the Department of Human Resources
and the Emergency Assistance Program of the United States Government.
Even though the MASLC has several on-going interrelated programs,
during 1972 it primarily concerned itself with employment and related
problems. According to the annual report of the Executive Director, a
few of the most significant struggles with labor management during 1972
included the following activities:^
1. The MASLC fought against unfair labor practices in a local
hospital located in Southwest Atlanta, Holy Family. It teamed
with the Atlanta Chapter of the SCLC, the United Youth-Adult
Conference, the NAACP, Free For All Baptist Church, and others
in pressing for better wages and working conditions within the
facility. (See Chapter Three)
2. The protest by 28 sales associates of one of the South's largest
realtors. Brown and Reese, Inc., resulted in the reimbursement
of more than two thousand dollars of advertising money and an
agreement to deal with blacks in insurance, contracting, etc.
^MASLC, Annual Report, 1972.
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3. The 18-week boycott of Citizen's Trust Bank, the largest
black operated bank in America over the firing of five
blacks who took "sick" on the same day because of low wages
and excessive work loads. In the end when all other civil
rights organizations deserted the fight, the MASLC reached
an agreement which included retroactive pay for the black
workers in the amounts of $1,000 and $1,400 and guaranteed
employment in another facility.
4. The Pepsi Cola protest, which lasted three weeks, enabled
several blacks to receive promotions, black drivers heretofore
were relegated to the black community, but no more was this
the case.
5. After 30 straight hours of negotiations, the vice president in
charge of 2,500 Seven Eleven stores reached an agreement with
MASLC and other groups, which included reinstatement of two
black females, one to her managerial position, the purchasing
of two franchises by Blacks, the depositing of accounts in
black lending institutions, the advertising in the black news
media, the shelving of black manufactured products, scholar¬
ships for needy blacks and sub-contracting to black firms.
6. Another significant struggle involved Nabisco, Inc., in which
workers after three weeks received an average of $12.00 weekly
raises, the reinstatement of an employee and improved cafeteria
facilities. The MASLC acted in a supporting and advisory manner
and the workers at Nabisco refused to negotiate without the
assistance of the MASLC. The workers' demands included the
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reinstatement of all striking employees with back pay;
an upgrading of black employees by the management and
their staff.
7. The Pix Shoe Store struggle enabled a black woman to assume
the role of manager for the first time in the history of
the chain.
8. At the Southland Record Company black workers received
increased wages and better benefits. No longer do they
eat in the filthy warehouse, but in the air-conditioned,
sanitary, heretofore, white lunch room.
Since 1968 the MASLC has also been involved in struggles with the
Greyhound Bus Lines, Kroger Corporation, Alterman Brothers, Big Apple,
Zales, Butler Shoe Corporation, First National Bank and many other smaller
companies. Cries for help have also come from state workers who have
suffered from low wages and deplorable working conditions. The MASLC
also rendered support and advice to the janitorial work force of 300 blacks
at the State Building Authority and more than 300 Georgia Mental Health
workers.
Isaac Whitfield, one of the MASLC community organizers related that
in May, 1973 the MASLC began a reorientation of its basic program in order
to abandon the civil rights concept in favor of a human rights concept.^
MASLC emphasis will now be placed on acquiring those things one needs in
order to function as human beings on a daily basis. The organization has
not completely abandoned its approach of direct action, but has rather
^Isaac Whitfield, June 26, 1973>
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ventured into other areas which they hope will supplement many of the
things they have not been able to gain through strikes, protest, or boy¬
cotts*
The Atlanta Chapter of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference
(SCLC) has engaged in the same types of activities as the MASLC, but they
have been much more extensive. Its philosophy, objectives, and programs
have grown out of those established by the national chapter in 1957*^
Because the SCLC national headquarters were located in Atlanta, the
leaders had not seen fit to established a chapter within the city.
However, a local chapter was organized when the forceful personality of
Reverend Hosea Williams, a long-time devoted fighter against oppression of
Blacks, conflicted with the organizational politics of the SCLC, The con¬
tinuation of his position as national program director was terminated as
some staff members became increasingly restless over Williams' projects
which included picketing at the Citizens Trust Bank, and leading rallies
for employees at Holy Family Hospital and the regional Internal Revenue
2
Service Office in Chamblee, Georgia. Several times, especially in refer¬
ence to the CTB strike, the SCLC forbade its members to take part in the
action against the bank, however, Hosea Williams donned a sign and marched
anyway.
This event led to the removal of Williams' supplies and equipment
from his office at the SCLC national offices and he was also given nine-
months leave from his position. Steps were then taken to set up an Atlanta
^See Southern Christian Leadership Conference, The SCLC Story,
Atlanta, Georgia, 1963*
^"Hosea Williams Unsure of Stature With SCLC," Atlanta Voice,
July 1, 1972, p.l.
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Chapter. The chapter was established with Reverend Hosea Williams as
President and Tyrone Brooks as Executive Director. (A home for the
chapter was donated by Reverend William Borders, Pastor of the Wheat
Street Baptist Church, who permits the SCLC to use the second floor of its
Education Building at 18 Yonge Street in Northeast Atlanta.) It was
reported that these actions were led by the Chairman of the SCLC Board
of National Board of Directors, Reverend J. E. Lowery. This action sug¬
gests that Williams still had supporters among influential members of
the national chapter. It was hoped that such a chapter would take over
movement activities such as protest marches, boycotts, and negotiations
occurring in the city from the national organization.
Structurally, the SCLC is composed of only two full-time staffers,
Hosea Williams and Tyrone Brooks. Until June, 1973* the organization did
not have a Board of Directors, however, the SCLC underwent a reorganiza¬
tion as efforts were made to restructure it because all the decisions on
actions and solutions to problems were being made by one roan, Hosea
Williams. It was realized that if the organization was to serve the black
community it would have to expand its decision-making body to get more
involvement and participation from the community. As a result of its
efforts to expand, the Board of Directors now has 100 members from the
black community. (See Appendix D) Now Hosea Williams does not have the
power to make all decisions, rather decisions are supposedly acted upon by
Board Members.
As a community organization, the Atlanta Chapter has chosen to place
itself within a framework that is based on the philosophy which states
that only through unity can the black community survive. Its philosophy
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can be seen in its main slogan: Liberation Through Unity. It believes
that if Black people are ever to be free, there must first be unity in
the black community. It believes that the economic and political system
can only be made to work if Blacks are allowed to fully integrate within
the system. Blacks must share the common values and beliefs of the
American system once the system has been changed to follow its "donocratic
principles.*' However, it believes that integration will not "work" now
because one, it feels Blacks must respect themselves before seeking to
integrate and they have not, and two, because whites are still "super¬
saturated" with racism.^ Although pointing out some of the present limi¬
tations, SCLC still believed that there is some way that it can be made
to work in the future, therefore, it goes on to intimate that it will con¬
tinue to seek means wherein integration can be made to work.
The SCLC further believes that the only hope is that the system be
changed through revolutionary means and stated that in order to have a
lasting revolution, we must find a way to change people. "To expect change
in human nature may be an act of faith, but to expect a change in human
society without it is an act of lunacy.These were the words of Hosea
Williams as he further related the words of Che Cuevara who said "if our
revolution does not have a goal of changing men it doesn't interest me."
Hence, Hosea Williams has concluded that "if men are to be free from the
old and outmoded, it can only happen if they set themselves a new goal
Vor a full discussion see, 'Will Integration Work Now," The People's
Crusader, February 23, 1973» P« 2.
"Rev. Hosea Says," The People's Crusader, February 16, 1973» P» 8*
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and place humanity and moral values first. Consequently, he believes
that by changing men, one is able to change the structure of society,
and that both must be part of an ongoing process.
The objectives of SCLC, like the MASLC, are basically those of short
range goals. The Executive Director has related that the organization's
short range goals included mainly getting more people in the community
involved in problem-solving; dealing with problems other than labor so as
to broaden the scope and to develop an overall program that is self-
sustaining, especially in developing funds to keep SCLC operating from
year to year.^ Long range goals included an effort to expand its work and
programs all over the world so as to help liberate all oppressed people.
The SCLC has chosen to obtain these goals by serving as a functional unit
which has utilized the "inner resoLrces approach." It has sought to
involve the community in decisions concerning all projects and change is
sought as needs require. The programs have grown out of the chapter's
sensitivity to the needs and priorities of the conmunity as well as what
the community has identified as salient problems.
In mobilizing the poor working community, the SCLC has employed one
of the basic principles of organizing around discontent with prevalent
conditions. The organization has sought to organize the community around
their grievances and as a result, has become the most trusted organization
that workers have turned to in their efforts to find a channel through
which their discontent with working conditions can be aired. When the
^Interview with Tyrone Brooks, Executive Director of SCLC, June
6, 1973.
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SCLC is appealed to for help by the workers, it hears and assesses the
grievances, and then sends a telegram to the employer to let him know
that complaints of unfair labor practices have been reported. The organi¬
zation then offers to assist the two parties in developing an equitable
solution.
The basic strategy has been what Reverend Williams has called the
"Economic-BoycottA^alkout". The black conmunity was asked not to patronize
these businesses and the employees staged a walk-out in order to force
management to the conference table where demands could be negotiated.
The extent to which the SCLC realized that all problems are inter¬
related with concrete functional relationships existing between them is
seen in the scope of its overall program to improve the economic plight
of black Atlantans. Even though its programs are young and many are still
in the planning stages, they have sought to organize a coalition on broad¬
casting, organize the Poor People's Union, build a garment industry,
organize prison reform committees, hold weekly Saturday People's Liberation
Rallies, expose and take stands against police brutality and harassment,
and to organize a Poor People's Clothing Center. The organization has
also realized the importance of youth participation in the struggle for
community development. Hosea Williams advised and supported students at
O'Keefe High School who were demonstrating in demand that Black History
be taught in the entire public school system. The students felt that if
Atlanta's Public School Board of Education required white history to be
taught everyday when the white enrollment was less than 20 per cent, it
should also require that Black History be taught everyday to a school body
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that is more than 80 per cent black.^
According to Tyrone Brooks, the SCLC presently has five major
concerns:
1. Organizing labor
2. Printing an effective People*s Crusader, the official
news organ of SCLC
3. Running the Poor People's Chow House
4. Building a Garment Factory that is owned and operated
by poor people
5* Expanding the complaints department which is the established
arm of communication back to the community.
These programs are funded through local advertising in the weekly
newspaper of the organization and the membership fund. Tyrone Brooks
maintained that it did not accept monies from the Federal government or
foundations. The SCLC wants its organization to be financed by the black
community. It fears that if outside agencies step in they will eventually
take over the organization, therefore deterring the community from its
original aims.
The SCLC's main program has been concerned with organizing the poor
working man. Since its establishment in 1972, it has advised, supported,
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The SCLC has also recognized the importance of good lines of com¬
munication. They have sought to reach the people through a weekly news¬
paper, three weekly radio shows, and the Saturday People's Liberation
Rally. All these have served as useful vehicles through which better
understanding of events or occurences that are of relevance to the black
community can be attained.
The official news organ of the organization is the People's Crusader.
This paper has been most useful in helping to relate the activities of
the strikes as well exposing the community to certain political issues and
local figures that have decisive effects on it. The organization believes
that the greatest problem confronting black pelple in their effort to be
free is their inability to comnunicate the truth to the masses. It
recognized that their efforts to free black and poor people through unity
was being destroyed due to their inability to communicate the truth to
the masses. The People's Crusader was established in order to satisfy this
need.
The newspaper does not accept ads from the rich. Most of their adver¬
tising has come from small grocery stores such as Buehler's, Thriftown,
and Western Markets. Furthermore, the newspaper claims not to be controlled
by "materialism, capitalism, class consciousness, racism, socialism, ideology.
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politics^ or religion."^ In reading the paper, one may find a little of
any of the above, however, the paper's main business has been relating
news analysis concerning strike activities and other issues that are of
interest to the survival of the black community. Lastly, the paper
does not adhere to conventional r^les and regulations of journalism,
rather, it merely acts as an instrument whereby the people can articulate
their hopes and aspirations. Tyrone Brooks related that it is hoped that
soon the paper will be able to expand to include national and world issues
so as to broaden the perspective of the community.
The SCLC has also produced three "talk and call in*^ shows on three
different radio stations in the metropolitan area. Members of the com¬
munity are able to call in and talk with Hosea Williams to clarify ques¬
tions, make complaints, or ask questions pertaining to certain of the
programs being operated by SCLC. Members from the community of striking
employees have also been invited to participate on the programs. The pro¬
grams are relatively unstructured and the listening or interested audience
can often be determined by the number of calls received. For the length
of time that the show is on the air, very few calls are received and much
time is spent by Reverend Williams just talking in a rambling fashion.
The Saturday People's Liberation Rally has proven to be a very
necessary activity for it is here that many grievances are aired, and
members of the community come together to hear about issues important to
them. The purpose of the rally, as stated in the words of the organiza¬
tion, is to change Saturday from a dungeon of shame to a haven of beauty
''Why Should You Support This Paper," The People's Crusader, March
16, 1973, P. 4.
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and to help poor people to develop the power of self respect.^ Hosea
Williams feels that the white power structure has brain-washed poor
Blacks into believing that Saturday is a day that Blacks get drunk, curse
loud, beat up, shoot up and cut up their brothers. Therefore, the SCLC,
in order to dispel this image, started the rallies. People who had
troubles on the job, with landlords, or other complaints were allowed to
bring them to the Rally. One of the original functions of the Rally was
to divide persons in attendance into small groups and assign them to
various low-income areas where they would go in to hold "love-ins." The
groups would go into various taverns, pool rooms, juke joints, and so
forth; make short talks, and sing songs based around the theme, "Stop
Making War on Your Brother and Start Making Love." Policemen were
requested to leave the area while "Loving Patrols" were set up by the
residents to control fighting, robbery, and other crimes in their community.
These activities have since been stopped. The Rally has also sought to
concentrate on cultural developments which it hoped would help create a
sense of self-reliance among the masses. National and local entertainers
and political speakers have been on hand to help make the rallies informa¬
tive and inspirational.
One of the most important programs of the Atlanta Chapter is the role
it has played in organizing the Poor People's Union. It is not an official
organ of the SCLC but it seeks its aid and guidance. The Poor People's
Union is affiliated with the National Distributive Workers of America, a
New York City based union. The establishment of the union is an attempt
p. 2.
^"Saturday Morning Church," The People's Crusader, January 26, 1973»
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to free the working poor of America from political repression and economic
exploitation that continues to destroy their communities and to give them
a chance to share equally in the fruits of this democracy.^ According
to Hosea Williams the idea of the Poor People's Union grew out of the fact
that there was no viable, national organized labor movement in America
2
today. Williams continued to say that, in most instances, labor leaders
have formed an unholy alliance with management and that there is no dif¬
ference between the two. He maintained that most labor unions have fallen
into the hands of rich insensitive labor leaders whose programs are irrele¬
vant to the working poor. Like many politicians, most labor leaders dictate
to the workers and do not allow the workers to determine their own desti¬
nies.
The stated objective of the Union is to eliminate the cause of America's
number one enemy, poverty. It hoped to do this by allowing its meniiership
to take sole control of the decision-making process. The Union does not
only concern itself with conventional labor union benefits, but also seeks
to help the community enhance every aspect of its life. Plans are presently
being made to include a complete health program, to improve housing, and
to establish a savings and loan program. In order to develop a keener
political perspective, the Union will begin drives in political education,
voter registration and campaigning technicalities. It hopes to develop
programs geared toward creating an economic base controlled by the working
poor. These programs are being developed for the elderly as well as the
^"Poor People's Unionf Atlanta Voice, December 9, 1972, p. 1.
^Ibid.
^"Poor People's Union," The People's Crusader, March 9, 1973» P» 6.
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young. They have yet to materialize and since its inception the Union
has been concerned mainly wi th conducting strikes. They have been involved
in strikes at the Atlanta International Hotel, Reed's Drugs, Eggo Food
Products, The Marriott Motor Hotel, Georgia Institute of Technology,
and Kellogg Industries.
Hosea Williams has recently expressed his discouragement over the
level of participation of some of the 12,000 workers that the organization
has helped in the last year. At the Saturday Liberation Rally on June 30,
1973* only two of these people were present in an audience of about 50
persons. Williams felt that this was indicative of the extent to which
his work has been a success. Workers support the SCLC until the strike is
over and then are never heard from until they have problems again. Every
week the rallies have an attendance of 50 or more persons but very few of
them are regular attenders, and as a matter of fact, practically every
Saturday there is a different group. For instance, that particular
Saturday, only six of the people attending had attended the Saturday before
that.
Hosea Williams' success has not extended to a point where he has been
able to maintain the support that he receives during a strike. He felt
that the problem is centered around his inability to reach the mental
capacities of the people. He now plans to establish some type of organi¬
zational structure that will help the workers "get their minds together,"
so that a more enduring and cooperative atmosphere can be permanently
obtained. He plans to open up a church or start a cult, the purpose of
which would be to provide some structure other than the SCLC where people
can come to hear and participate in a religious type service designed to
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appeal to their mental senses. The idea of a church came about because
the members felt that, historically, this was the only way to attract a
large amount of Blacks.
Further plans by Williams revealed that he will also change the struc¬
ture of the Saturday Liberation Rallies. Plans are now to include pro¬
visions to make these sessions awareness classes in which he will teach
about the white power structure and the dignity of the Black man as well
as the dynamics of caring for and looking after the interests of one
another.
With this background of the programs and activities of the organiza¬
tions that have played crucial roles in Atlanta's black labor movement,
we now turn to a detailed study of two labor disputes that occurred in
Atlanta during the year of 1972. Included will be the two-month long
strike that occurred at Holy Family Hospital and the eleven-day strike at
Sears, Roebuck and Company. These labor disputes were selected for study
because they represent two extreme cases of how the white management reacts
when its position of dominance is interfered with. In the case of Holy
Family Hospital, the white establishment was determined not to yield to
the employees, while the latter represented a case where the white estab¬
lishment gave a speedy response. At Holy Family, there was a decisive
split between the employees manifested by a conscious effort of the hostile
white administration to keep the majority of Blacks on its side. The
attempt was quite successful, only ten per cent of the employees actually
participated in the strike. At the Sears labor dispute, an overwhelming
majority of Black en^loyees supported and participated in the strike. At
Holy Family the basic dispute centered around creating a union that would
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have, in effect, taken away some powers of the administration. At Sears
the dispute centered around equal opportunities in promotions and hirings
and did not, in effect, necessarily threaten the powers of the adminis¬
trative body. All in all, both strikes present excellent examples of
the issues, demands, and strategies that have been used in seeking to
solve the labor problems of poor Black Atlantans.
CHAPTER III
CASE STUDIES OF TWO LABOR DISPUTES
Holy Family Hospital
Holy Family Hospital is a non-profit institution that was founded and
organized by the Catholic Medical Mission Sisters primarily to serve the
white community of Southwest Atlanta. As more and more Blacks moved into
the area, and whites began to flee, the hospital clientele became pre¬
dominantly Black. With this event, the Sisters had to decide whether to
close the hospital or to begin to serve Blacks. With a multi-mi 1 lion
dollar mortgage to consider, they could hardly afford to close it down.
Realizing this, the Sisters placed the administration of the hospital in
the hands of rich whites, but as time passed the hospital was supported by
over 90 per cent Black patients, doctors, and employees.^
The Board of Trustees, which was appointed by the Medical Sisters,
has the responsibility of making the policies for the hospital and was
controlled by a majority of wealthy whites. Out of an l8-man Board, four
members were Black. The chairman of the Board, Paul Brown, First Vice-
President of Citizen's and Southern Bank, was said to have been a dictator
of the worst sort and had not called a full Board meeting for nearly three
years.^ Paul Brown with Lee Nichols, the hospital administrator, were





practically the sole decision-makers at the hospital. The two had done
such an inefficient job running the hospital that they were twelve monthly
payments behind on the mortgage that the Catholic Mission Sisters held
on the hospital.'
The issues surrounding the labor dispute became very complex as the
workers began to define them. The hospital administration had been quite
unresponsive to the needs of its employees. They were dissatisfied with
working conditions, work relationships, and wages. The administration
ignored the needs and desires of the employees. Realizing the insensi¬
tivity of the administration, the workers decided that if changes were
to be effected, they would have to play a decisive role. Consequently,
the workers decided to contact the Service Employees Union International
(SEIU) and was informed that they had to acquire at least 160 cards of
authorization for representation signed. Within two weeks they had
succeeded in getting over 250 cards signed and immediately filed them with
the U. S. Labor Relations Board requesting a hearing and supervision of an
election for a union. Three weeks passed before the Labor Relations
Board notified the SEIU that it would be unable to hold a hearing or super¬
vise an election because Holy Family was a non-profit corporation. SEIU
did not directly inform the employees, but allowed management to do so.
Manag^nent, conveying a mis-interpretation of the notice, informed the
employees that they would not be able to organize a union because the
hospital was a non-profit corporation. Refusing to accept the word of the
'ibid.
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management, the workers decided to check on this decision. They dis¬
covered that it was true that the Federal Labor Relations Board could not
supervise the organizing of a union, but the employees did have the right
by law to organize a union. The employees acquired and circulated notices
that informed them that they had the right under federal law to self¬
organization; to form, join, or assist labor organizations; to collective
bargaining or other mutual aid and protection; or to refrain from any or
all such activities. (See Appendix E) Insisting upon an "in house"
union, 28 employees, who later became known as the Holy Family Employees
for Better Working Conditions, began holding meetings at the Free For All
Baptist Church. They elected Reverend Hosea Williams of the SCLC and
Reverend Joseph Boone of the MASLC to represent and advise them.
The hospital's administration defined the issues in a very simplistic
manner. It felt that the employees were interfering in matters that were
its professional prerogative. Employees were urged to form a grievance
committee that would be supervised by hospital personnel. Paul Brown,
insisted that the Hospital's main concern centered around preserving the
ideals of Christian service in the furtherance of its mission of healing
the sick.^ The administration felt that these employees had been disloyal
to its major concern and that they had conducted themselves in a manner
that was disruptive to its medical services and its high standard of
patient care.^
Seeing that the administration would continue to be unresponsive to
them, the workers began drawing up plans for a viable strategy. The SCLC
and the MASLC first sought to help the workers to concretely define their
iMemo to Medical Staff of Holy Family from Paul Brown. (See Appendix
F for full text).
^Ibid.
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grievances. A list of 31 demands was drawn up, including provisions for
the right to organize themselves into a legally recognized organization
to bargain collectively, additional sick leave and vacation time, the
firing of Lee Nichols, the hospital administrator and Florence Pecora,
the Chief of Nurses, and other provisions pertaining to retirement and
social security. (See Appendix G for entire list) Once the demands were
presented to the administration, the SCLC and the MASLC organized the
small number of workers into a formally structured body which proceeded
to elect officers and draw up plans for confrontation with the administra¬
tion. Keeping in line with its theory of non-violence, the first strategy
employed involved an effort to seek an audience with Lee Nichols to discuss
the grievances and hear the response of the adninistration. This request
was flatly refused. The workers, then decided that if they were to gauge
an effective struggle they would have to seek more community support.
Other organizations such as the NAACP, the United Youth and Adult Con¬
ference, and the All African Youth Party gave moral and physical support.
Support was requested from the community doctors, lawyers, students,
and individuals. Their plight was dramatized mainly through the news
media and personal and verbal contacts.
It soon became apparent that they would have to use more determined
measures to implement their strategy. Picketing of the hospital began
but was totally ignored by the administration. Additional plans for full-
scale confrontation included picketing places of businesses of s<Mtie of the
Board members, marches to and from the site of the late Dr. Martin L. King,
Jr., and lastly a hunger strike that was initiated by Reverends Hosea
Williams and Joseph Boone.
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The counter-strategy of the hospital grew more difficult than the
workers ever imagined. The first reaction of the ackninistration was to
organize a group that would support the administration's desire to create
an opposing Employee Grievance Committee. Mr. Nichols, sources reported,
was overwhelmingly effective in this effort, urging that Blacks fight
Blacks. When it was realized how determined certain workers were to organ¬
ize themselves into an "in house" union, the administration placed the key
twelve employees on leave of absence without pay, claiming that it was
done because there were no patients in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU).
However, the workers fully realized that they were fired for trying to
organize employees in a union to bargain collectively for needed security,
adequate wages and for better working conditions.^ This contention was
further reinforced by a formerly employed registered nurse in ICU who
maintained that in her eight years at Holy Family, ICU staff was trans¬
ferred to the other floors of the hospital, rather than being placed on
2
leave without pay until patients came into the intensive care facility.
At this point it became clear that the hospital felt that it could get rid
of the problem by getting rid of the "trouble-makers."
This action prompted the beginning of the picketing at Holy Family.
The twelve employees placed on leave soon became the only employees to
engage in an active confrontation. When the decision was made to picket
the hospital, 90 per cent of the employees did not strike nor did they
support the striking employees.^ When picketing began to escalate at the
^"Picketina Goes on at Holy Family Hospital," Atlanta Voice, March
25, 1972, p. 1.
^"Former Holy Family Nurse Challenge Reasons for Laying Off ICU
Staff," Atlanta Voice, April 1, 1972, p. 1.
3"Holy Family Hospital," Atlanta Inquirer, May 6, 1972, p. 1.
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hospital and as more support from the community was received, the adminis¬
tration realized that its strategy had not destroyed the problem, but
rather intensified it. A typical tactic frequently used to quiet Black
discontent was then employed. At the request of Mr. Nichols, Reverend
Andrew Young, the then Black chairman of the Atlanta Community Relations
Commission was asked to help mediate a settlement with the striking
employees. A meeting was called between the Employees Negotiating Com¬
mittee, staff doctors, Mr. Nichols, and Reverend Young. Reverend Young
and the doctors questioned the employees concerning the twelve staff
members placed on leave without pay and about employee grievances. They
persuaded Mr. Nichols to end the dispute by re-instating all twelve of
the employees; meeting with the Negotiating Committee; and getting an even
nunber from each employee group to organize into a temporary Employees
Grievance Committee. The committee would work out an acceptable employees
grievance document and organize the election of permanent employee leaders.
Reportedly when the meeting ended, Mr. Nichols claimed to be sympathetic
to the three demands. However, it seemed as though Lee Nichols had another
method of dealing with the election.
Mr. Nichols used even more underhanded tactics when he decided that
if an election was what would solve the problem then that was what he
would do, except for one thing, the employees would play no part in deciding
election rules and regulations. Hence, a few hours after Reverend Young
and staff doctors ended the meeting, Mr. Nichols notified them that he had
decided to conduct an election to decide employee leaders. Consequently,
the election was decided upon at 12 noon and held between 2 p.m. and 6 p.m.
the same day, even though Holy Family has three shifts of employees
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(morning, evening, and night). None of the members of the Negotiating
Committee was notified of the election until it was underway; several
received notice after the ballots had been counted; and some received
notice the next day. Inspite of the fact that 250 employees had originally
signed cards in favor of a union, the results now showed that 336 employees
were eligible to vote; 244 votes were cast; 28 in favor and 188 against,
and 8 declared invalid.^
Almost all who observed and read about the election felt that it had
been unfair, including Reverend Young and Dr. Bridges, the Medical Chief
of Staff, who publicly declared that they felt the elections had been
unfair. First it was the wording of the ballot which read as follows:
1. To have administration meet with and recognize what is
known as Holy Family Employee Negotiation Committee.
2. Would you prefer to have an Employee Relations Committee
composed of employees elected by you, from each department
to meet with Administration, with the understanding that
employees can still handle his own personal problems
individually.
Obviously, the ballot was worded in such a manner that more employees were
apt to check number two instead of one. Secondly, the elections were held
too quickly after it was announced that they would be held, and thirdly,
as some employees maintained, Mr. Nichols used under-handed high pressure
scare tactics by announcing the day before the election that the Hospital
would be closed and the next day the employees were asked to vote whether
or not they endorsed the group responsible for closing the hospital. Con¬
sequently, outraged by the results of the election, the striking employees
^Southwest Community Groups, Report of the Fact-Finding Committee on
the Situation at Holy Family, (Apri1 o, 1972), p. 3»
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became just that more determined to see their demands met. As picketing
Intensified again, the administration realized that Its tactic had again
failed.
The administration then decided that It would again change Its
strategy and decided to Invite the striking employees back to work. As
Its under-handed techniques continued in full force, only 5 of 12 fired
employees received telegrams inviting them back to their jobs.^ Because
no one was going back to work until all could go, all twelve returned to
receive their jobs. As It turned out, this was part of the administration's
plan to talk to a few of those striking to try to persuade the rest of
the striking employees to bow out gracefully.
During the course of the meeting when the employees refused to bow
out gracefully, Mr. Nichols resorted to a previously employed fear tactic,
using criminal pressure and called the police. The fired employees
returned to the picket line when asked rudely out of the office of Mr.
Nichols. Although they had been tricked Into the office with a promise
of reinstatement, a warrant was Issued for the arrest of the group with
charges of burglary because they would not accept his terms. Before sur¬
rendering to the Fulton County Sheriff for arrest, the employees sent tele¬
grams asking for help of several national civil rights, labor and govern¬
ment officials which Included the U. S. Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Elliott Richardson; Dr. Ralph David Abernathy; Congressman Ralph
H. Metcalfe of the Congressional Black Caucus, Attorney Jack Greenberg,
^"Did Lee Nichols Lie?” Memo circulated by striking employees.
^Ibid.
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successor of Attorney Thurgood Marshall of the Legal Education and
Defense Fund; Roy Wilkins; Bobby Seale of the Black Panther Party; and
George Meany, President of the AFL-CIO. They then called upon the Board
of Trustees to assume their responsibility in settling the strike or
resign from the Board and allow the Catholic Church that is responsible to
assign members who will be responsive not only to the medical needs of
the black community, but to the rights of the poor.
As the strike intensified and drew more attention from the community,
the staff of doctors became even more concerned with patient care and
employee dissatisfaction at the hospital. They realized the extent of the
failure of the administration to resolve the dispute. The Board of Trustees
the doctors also noticed, had failed to take adequate steps to see exactly
what the problems were. The medical staff was responsible for bringing
the Board into direct action with the strike. (Before this time, it had
acted through the administration). Twenty-two members of the Medical Staff
met with the Board and presented them with the ultimatum that they either
meet their six demands, or they would withdraw support from the hospital.
They demanded that the Board of Trustees:
1. Bring all involved employees, whether on temporary leave,
terminated ••fired" or otherwise severed from their employ¬
ment status, without harassment, ill will, or any guise or
subterfuge that might be employed to penalize these employees,
back to work immediately.
2. To render any back pay due these employees from the time of
their initial disruption of their employment status, until
adequate time for response, three days, on their part.
3. That a review mechanism be established for surveillance of
all employees involuntarily terminated during the next
twelve months.
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4. We recommended that the composition of the Trustee Board
be changed to include one-third of its membership, non¬
hospital based physicians.
5. That one employee, elected at large by his or her peers,
be placed in membership on the Trustee Board.
6. We affirm our support of the Administration's responsibility
to assure that all returning employees refrain from any and
all provocative or disruptive behavior in the hospital. Any
documented violation will constitute just cause for immediate
dismissal. (See Appendix H)
For the first time the Board of Trustees, was forced to make its
position publicly known. Paul Brown, Chairman of the Board, sent a
memorandum to the medical staff informing them that the Board would not
accept any of the demands made by the doctors. Clearly, the doctors
wanted to see the workers satisfied and reflected this in their demands.
The following is the answer the Board of Trustees gave to the doctors'
ultimatum:
It is the resolution of the Joint Committee of the Board of Trustees
Executive Committee and the special committee of the Medical Staff that
(a) All employees that were on temporary leave, terminated, dis¬
charged or otherwise severed from employment, during the
period February 14, through April 11, 1972, be offered an
opportunity to work no later than 12 noon April 14, 1972,
under the following conditions}
(b) Employment shall be for a 30‘'day cooling off period at the
same pay enjoyed by the employee prior to his termination;
(c) At the expiration of 15 days from the commencement of re¬
employment each re-employed employee shall appear before a
committee made up of one medical doctor on the active staff,
one member of the Board of Trustees, and one member of the
Fact Finding Committee of the Southwest Community Groups;
(d) At such hearing, the question before the Committee shall be
whether or not the employee was wrongfully charged. The
conduct of such an employee shall be considered at the time
of discharge and during the cooling off period. The Com¬
mittee shall resolve whether he shall be entitled to some or
all of his pay during his period of absence of employment.
The decision of a majority of the Committee shall be final
and binding on the hospital and on the employees;
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(e) At such hearing* the employee and Acfeninistratlon of the
hospital shall be afforded no more than 30 minutes to present
each parties side of the issue;
I
(f) Both Administration and employees shall be entitled to one
strike of each Committee member prior to the hearing;
(g) The Board of Trustees, the Medical Staff and the Fact Finding
Comnittee of the Southwest Community Groups shall appoint
alternate members of the Committee.
As these resolutions clearly relate, the Board of Trustees was
determined not to meet the demands of the striking workers. Workers had
become very disappointed with the decision-making body's stubborness to
even attempt to negotiate a mutual response to the demands. The Board,
with Lee Nichols, was determined to prove to the workers that they would
not allow them to interfere with the administration of the hospital and
that they felt that the workers were wrong in trying to play a part in the
decision-making process at the hospital.
The Board's position was re-enforced and made public in a news release
wherein it reiterated its firm position against the striking employees.
Jobs back, but no back pay and each employee face a three-man evaluation
committee after 15 days return to work to determine their future employ¬
ment and whether or not they get their back pay. The workers' reply was
definitely not, and they continued to strike.
The Board of Trustees then proceeded to influence the doctors to
withdraw their support from the workers. The success of the Board's influ¬
ence was clearly seen v#ien it became apparent that the doctors wanted the
strike to end at any cost. The doctors decided that the striking workers
would be rehired with back pay and no criminal charges. When the adminis¬
tration said it did not have the money, the doctors offered to front the
money. The black doctors decided that if all the striking employees would
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go back to work without any back pay and show good faith In 72 hours>
that certain black doctors would loan them their back pay. However, the
black doctors who were willing to pay the back pay did not want to do It
as a group. Each wanted to be responsible for certain Individuals.
Strikers felt that If black doctors were going to pay, they should put the
money Into one account and give each person their back pay from that
account. This, they maintained, would not commit anyone to an Individual,
but everyone would be committed to the group. The workers rejected the
offer right along with the offers of the Board of Trustees. They felt
the doctors were trying to sell them out to the administration. (See
Appendix I)
At this point, some might now be wondering to what extent did the
black community become Involved In the dispute. The community response
was led at first by the Southwest Community Groups, an umbrella community
organization comprised of representatives from between 22 and 25 community
groups. At Its regular monthly meeting In March of 1972, the president,
Jim Maddox, an employee of Lockheed-Georgia Company, expressed his concern
about the situation that existed at Southwest's only medical facility, and
asked for volunteers to study the problem.^ The group became very con¬
cerned because It felt the employees had lost sight of the primary responsi¬
bility of the hospital to maintain efficient patient care. Determined to
hear all sides of the story, the Fact-Finding Committee held hearings
with both groups of employees, the Administrator, Board of Trustees and
^Report of the Fact Finding Committee, Southwest Coninunlty Groups,
p. 1.
2
Composed of Mrs. Edna Hill, Captain George Roberts, Rev. Ellas
Hardge, Mrs. Gloria Borders, Mrs. Betsy Smith, Mr. Jim Maddox, and Mr.
James Oebro.
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the Medical Staff, The committee's investigation revealed that the SCG
believed that mistakes had been made by all parties involved and recom¬
mended that the following actions be taken:
1. That new employee benefits approved by the executive
committee, finance committee, and full Board of Trustees
in late January be put into effect, immediately,
2. That the eight employees sent registered letters on
March 15th be returned to work immediately,
3. That the eight employees be paid during the time they
were on official leave of absence,
4. That the employee charged with wrongfully passing out
literature to patients be considered for re-employment
by the Administration.
5. That the two part-time employees, placed on leave of
absence, be recalled to work as soon as the patient load
warrants it.
6. That a cooling off period of 30 days, beginning with return
to work of leave of absence employees, be instituted at the
end of which time a duly constituted election be held among
employees to determine the type of organization desired for
communicating and settling employee grievances.
7. We urge that all outside influences remove themselves from the
dispute, which is essentially a 1abor-management problem. We
recognize the leadership abilities of Revs. Hosea Williams and
Joe Boone and their being in the front ranks of those who
fight for human dignity and freedom. At the same time we feel
strongly that, if left to themselves, the employees of Holy
Family could settle their differences in a way that would allow
the hospital to return to normalcy. We specifically urge that
a. Revs. Hosea Williams and Joe Boone will allow the
employees of the hospital to come together, as employees,
settle their differences, and decide on the vehicle they
will use to effect changes in the hospital.
b. Members of the medical staff cease and desist from
involvement of any kind in this dispute.
8. That steps be taken to increase the number of Blacks in
Administration and as heads of departments in light of the
composition of the work force and patients.
9. That more Blacks be considered for membership on the Board of
Trustees. Also, that non-functioning members be replaced.
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10. That the administration become more sensitive and responsive
to the conditions which work against the smooth operation of
the hospital.
The SCG played a somevdiat peculiar role in the dispute because it
was the only group that the administration would recognize as the repre¬
sentative of the people. It was this group that was the first to acquire
an audience with Lee Nichols who had blatantly refused to talk to the
strikers or their advisors. This group was also the only one that was
allowed to join the committee that was to decide upon the striking
employees' re-employment. Some of the suggestions from this group can
also be seen in the resolutions of the Board of Trustees. One member of
the group. Rev. Elias Hardge, was eventually placed on the Board of
Trustees. It was quite obvious that while the group wanted to see the
strike end, their report showed that they were clearly on the side of the
administration and the non-strikers whom they frequently referred to as
the ones who remained loyal to the hospital.
Other community groups did not play as active a role as the SCG but
sent representatives who clearly sympathized with the strikers. Others
who gave the picketers their active support included representatives from
the United Youth and Adult Conference, Reverend Arthur Langford; All-
African Youth Party, Willie Ricks; the local chapter of the NAACP, Rever¬
end Alfred McClure; students from the surrounding colleges and universities,
and private citizens who felt they had an interest in the overall outcome.
The hospital administration. Board of Trustees, and medical staff
had used every strategy possible to try to get the employees to submit to
their tactics. Finally, Paul Brown announced that nothing else would be
done and that the employees would have to picket until, in essence, they
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got tired and stopped. With this notice the SCLC and MASLC decided that
as a last tactic in non-violent confrontation, they would begin a hunger
fast in protest against the administration. Included were Hosea Williams,
Joseph Boone, Arthur Langford, and Alfred McClure. The four men then
released a one page statement stating that
"We have no doubt in our minds about keeping the hospital open
getting these poor people their jobs back. We know 'truth'
crushed to earth shall rise again*'. We are just worried about
how long and how much suffering Nichols, Brown and the Medical
Sisters of the Catholic Church will heap upon the Black and
poor citizens of Atlanta. Even though Holy Family's Board of
Trustees refused to settle this dispute by meeting six demands
made by 22 staff doctors, in the face of an ultimatum that they
would withdraw their support from the Hospital. At present, a
few BLACK doctors who signed that petition have about-faced and
are now trying to keep the Hospital filled up with Medicaid
patients, many of whom do not need to be in a hospital. WE WILL
CONTINUE TO LIVE IN THIS TENT AND FAST UNTIL THIS DISPUTE IS
SETTLED OR UNTIL DEATH. (Full text of this statement can be
found in Appendix J)
They made appeals to other religious leaders in the community to do
more "than just burn their headlights on Martin L. King's birthday or
wear medallions to show their commitment to the struggle."^ Rather, they
hoped that others would join them in the fast. Picketers continued to
picket as many wondered how long this would have to continue.
It was not long before the hospital administration ended what might
be described as a somewhat non-violent dispute. Violence erupted as two
of the supporters of the fast were wounded in front of the tent at the
site of the protest vigil. Charged with the shootings was Lee Nichols,
the hospital administrator. He was in the meantime suspended from his
position and charged with aggravated assault. Other members of the hospital
^"Four Rights Leaders Begin Fast," Atlanta Constitution, May 2, 1972,
p. 18.
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had prior knowledge of the shootings therefore, Alex Smith, attorney for
the Hospital Board of Trustees, advised that the entire administration be
suspended also.
The shootings precipitated a face-to-face negotiation between the
Board of Trustees and the striking employees. On Monday, May 1, 1972
negotiators for Holy Family Hospital reached a settlement in the labor
dispute that had plagued the hospital for eight weeks. The negotiators
included the advisors, Hosea Williams and Joe Boone; Arthur Langford,
six Board members and their Attorney and the twelve striking employees.
The settlement was negotiated during a two and half hour meeting at the
hospital, mediated by Andrew Young. The employees were allowed to return
to work on Thursday, May 4, 1972, with full back pay provided for by the
private citizens.^
The agreement included a statement that the employees would be rein¬
stated into the same positions on the same shifts and at the same hourly
wages they received prior to their being placed on leave of absence of
their being discharged; that they would receive full back pay and that all
criminal charges would be dropped. (See Appendix K) Provisions were also
made for an election to be held on June 5» 1972 to determine whether or
not the employees of Holy Family Hospital would have their own union or
a so-called Grievance Committee.
The protesting employees returned to work at Holy Family Hospital
and the Chairman of the Board called upon all employees to forget past
2
differences and support them in their actions. During the month of June,
^"Holy Family Workers Okay Terms to End 7-Week Strike,'* Atlanta
Constitution. May 2, 1972, p. 3-A.
^Ibid.
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the election for a union was held and once again the employees lost in
their efforts to organize a union.
When we look at the Holy Family Hospital labor dispute one year
later, we find that, first of all, Lee Nichols, identified by three
witnesses in his trial as the man who shot Willie Ricks and Reverend
Arthur Langford, was set free by an all-white jury of his peers because
they were unable to reach a decision in the case. Reportedly, Lee Nichols
was only being tried for aggravated assault and not attempted murder
because of the circumstances surrounding the shootings. His past records
did not prove that he was capable of such an act plus the court could not
establish that the act had been premeditated, consequently the charge
remained aggravated assault. It was further discovered that the employees
did not want to totally destroy Nichols and felt that his actions were
prompted because Nichols had been pushed to the limit.
Reverend Elias Hardge, a newly elected black member on the Board of
Trustees related that since the strike the Trustees have become more
responsive to the community for they now realize that in order to run an
effective institution, they will have to seek community participation.
To this end, the policy making body has sought several ways of involving
the community at large.^ It has been learned that since the ending of the
strike, the Medical Mission Sisters, who once owned and operated the hos¬
pital, no longer were appointing board members and have virtually given
up all claims to the hospital. Presently, the Board selects its own members,
'Interview with Reverend Elias Hardge, Black member of the Board of
Trustees at Holy Family Hospital, June 11, 1973»
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and this year, there will be six vacancies. The priority will be to fill
these positions with people who live in the community and have a direct
interest in its events and affairs. The Board is seeking in every way
to make the hospital more responsive to the community. Several projects
are presently under way. They include
1. The elected black Hospital Administrator, who was appointed
in January of 1973f is presently in the process of reorgani¬
zing the hospital administration. (Specific plans have not
been disclosed).
2. The mortgage has been taken over by the Board of Trustees
who now have the responsibility of financing the hospital.
It plans to involve the community in efforts to raise money
to help pay for the over one million dollar note that was
left on the hospital.
3. Efforts are being made to establish an indigenous Community
Advisory Council that would help advise the Trustees in
making decisions which directly relate to the effectiveness
of the hospital.
4. A hospital volunteers force is presently in the making so as
to serve in participating in patient care, gift shop, nursery
care for visitors and any other service that would improve the
effectiveness of the hospital.
5. Community Forums will be held in order for the administration
to give the community insight into the operation of the hos¬
pital and at the same time get feedback from the community.
In short, the forum will serve as an exchange vehicle through
which improvement will be sought.
Steps have also been made to improve the employee morale at the hos¬
pital. The employees felt that a more positive approach should be taken
toward the hospital and with this note, they then decided to change the
name and outlook of the Employee Grievance Committee. The new name was
then changed to the Employee Unity Council and new elections were held
with each department choosing its own representatives to the Council. One
of the main preoccupations of this group will be to seek means wherein the
employees morale can be improved. They have taken an active role in the
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volunteers program and have planned social activities whereby the employees
can get together away from their jobs. They have held fashion shows,
basketball games, and bowling leagues, and other activities wherein the
employees and their communities try to establish a basis for good working
conditions.
It is also found that the nature of the grievances have taken a
three-fold character:
1. Money—employees are still complaining about their salaries;
the administration is presently in the process of reviewing
pay scales and checking out federal guidelines for such
actions.
2. Areas of Responsibilities—employees claim that there are
no clear cut guidelines within the department as to exactly
what each employee's duties are and their relationship to
the supervisors.
3. Proper Personnel Supervision--employees have encountered
serious problems with those who supervise them. Therefore,
the present efforts are being geared toward training super¬
visors how to deal with human relationships so as to promote
better understanding and cooperation among employees.
From these changes it can be seen that the labor dispute opened up
new avenues in the administration of the hospital, something that would
not have occurred if the workers had resolved to continue to deal with a
white administration that was totally unresponsive to the black community.
The hospital now has a new black administrator who has been described as
progressive and quite responsive to the employees and the community. The
strike caused the hospital to realize the importance of community involve-
ment--now the community will have a chance to play a role in the actual
operations of the hospital. Sources have reported that the employee morale
is much higher and they desire to work more cooperatively with one another
in their pursuit to render services to the black community.
It is apparent that the dispute at Holy Family did provoke a higher
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level of consciousness among the employees* By their struggle with one
of the opposing white labor establishments* workers were able to effect¬
ively analyze strategies and tactics used in order to suppress discontent
among black workers. Workers are presently able to experience the differ¬
ence in their work relationships and conditions before and after the strike
They are able to view themselves as a separate entity that is capable of
making decisions for themselves.
The workers were searching for ways to acquire more control over
those elements which determined their life situations. A classification
of the demands would reveal that they dealt with improved benefits* con¬
cerning salaries* vacation time* and hours* and organizing for bargaining
purposes. A second category would reveal that workers wanted a more respon
sive administration. Demands were made that the hospital administrator*
Chief of Nurses* Chairman of Board of Trustees* and other Board members
insensitive to their needs be fired. The end results revealed that only
one of the original demands was met (through negotiation* that is)--that
employees be allowed to hold a fair election to determine whether they
wanted to organize themselves into a union. Although to this date* the
employees have still refused to vote in favor of a union* some of the
original reasons for establishing the union are being satisfied as time
has passed. The hospital administration is much more responsive* and
employees have had the opportunity to elect its own representatives as
leaders. Programs have been devised to improve the working relationships*
conditions* and hours* and the community is much more involved.
The Holy Family Case also represents one in which the workers were
being directed toward self-determination. Workers were urged to maximize
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their efforts to take care of their consciously determined needs and
desires. Emphasis is now being placed on community involvement and the
collective responsibility of Blacks to determine the course of their own
institutions.
The Holy Family Case also represents a case study in leadership.
Leadership can be looked upon in terms of being able to initiate, stimu¬
late, co-ordinate, and direct activities of others in the solution of
common problems or the achievement of specific goals.^ The power that
is exerted by the leader must be defined by the improvement made in the
lives of black people. Likewise, there must be a reinforcing relation¬
ship between the workers and the leader. A problem arose at Holy Family
between Hosea WiIlians and Joseph Boone because of a dispute over leader¬
ship techniques. A striking worker related that Hosea Williams was focused
on as the spokesman for the protesting group, and oftentimes took the major
part of responsibility from the workers. Williams, yielding to the tempta¬
tion to become the "recognized" leader, projected an image of self-interest
that caused low support from the general public and conflict within the
striking workers. Although specifics were not revealed, it has been
related that at one time strikers became dissatisfied with Hosea's leader¬
ship to the point where they attempted to keep him out of a meeting. The
resentment felt against Hosea by the non-striking workers was evident when
they refused to boycott the hospital because (among other reasons), the
leadership of the striking workers was not acceptable to them. They
expressed that they felt the leaders were only trying to cause trouble and
^Daniel Thompson, The Negro Leadership Class (New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1963), p. 3.
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obtain self-recognition.
Hosea's popularity among the striking employees can be easily seen
by those striking and non-striking employees who did not feel that he was
the leader of the strike. In response to a question as to who they con¬
sidered the leader of the labor dispute, only one out of seven replied
Hosea Williams. The strikers as well as non-strikers named WDrkers from
the hospital and in each case the same names were listed. It is true
that Williams' robust and forceful personality played a great role in his
unpopularity, but it could also be attributed to the fact that the workers
at Holy Family became impatient because Hosea was not able to force the
administration to meet their demands. They grew more discontented as the
strike lingered on and on and as one source related, the strikers had
almost reached the point where they were considering leaving for another
job. The workers renewed faith is revealed by the fact that Hosea Williams
and Joe Boone still served as their representatives at the negotiation
table.
It can be safely concluded that the consciousness of the workers was
heightened but it was done in spite of rather than because of the demands
of the workers or the role of the SCLC and the MASLC. Because the dispute
provided a situation wherein the administration was forced to amend its
policies, the workers were able to acquire renewed strength to continue
its services to the black community.
The case of Holy Family Hospital is a perfect example of how vdiites
react to blacks during times of strife as well as techniques used to
divide and conquer black support. The most typical reaction was the
calling in of a person. Reverend Andrew Young, that whites had selected
as the black spokesman or leader. Likewise, the Southwest Community
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Groups was the only recognized people's representative. The dissenting
group, its advisors, and supporting organizations were not considered
in the negotiations until a few days before the strike ended. Moreover,
the case dramatized those aspects that exist when an institution is con¬
trolled by a few wealthy whites while Blacks who pay the bills and are
actually responsible for the day-to-day functions receive lesser benefits.
The case must serve as a beginning point for Blacks to seek to control
the decision-making apparatus of those institutions which serve the black
community. The one way in which this can be done is by attempts to
create a revolutionary consciousness that will help people of the com¬
munity to realize that this is a necessity for black survival.
Sears, Roebuck and Company
Sears, Roebuck and Company has one of the largest Retail Distribu¬
tion Centers in the United States. With the parent organization located
in Chicago, Illinois there are five territorial or administrative organi¬
zations headed by vice presidents—an Eastern territory headquarters in
Philadelphia, a Midwestern in Chicago, a Southern in Atlanta, a South¬
western in Dallas, and a Far West in Los Angeles. Sears is also engaged
in international operations including Canada, Latin America, and Europe.
While net sales from international operations average approximately
$1,192,809,000, net sales in the United States average $10,999,001,000.^
In addressing a crowd of nearly 300 Sears' striking employees, Hosea
Williams said, "This is the big one; this is one we have been waiting for.
The same GOO lives today that lived in past ages. Therefore, if little
^Sears Annual Report, 1972, pp. 26 and 38*
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David could whip the mighty Goliath, certainly all of us can convert
Sears, Roebuck and Company."^
To the striking Sears employees, the issues surrounding the labor
dispute were quite apparent. For many years Sears had claimed to be an
equal opportunity employer. However, according to Sears black employees.
Sears' claim had been mostly liberal rhetoric. Black employees have
reported that there has been case after case where black employees had
qualifications equal to their white co-workers and years of seniority,
yet whites were promoted over blacks. For some time, when white employees
were employed, the old black employees were required to train the new
white employees; whenever a vacancy occurred, the white employee was pro¬
moted and became the boss. In other instances, it has been charged that
black employees have been promoted and given titles equal to those of
white employees, yet the white employees continued to receive a higher
rate of pay. The black employees have also been required to do laboring
work that was never required of the white employees holding the same title.
The eleven-day strike began when a black employee at the Sears Ware¬
house in Chamblee, Georgia was passed over for a promotion. Mr. Nathaniel
Dunn had been employed at Sears for the last five years, knew his job well,
and according to the rules of seniority, was next in line for a supervisory
position. When the vacancy became apparent, Mr. Dunn was passed over and
instead a newly hired white man was placed in the position and the black
veteran was asked to train him for the job. Outraged over the fact that
he did not receive the position for which he was rightly qualified to
^"Sears Soul Redeemed," The People's Crusader, August, 1972, p. 1.
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receive, Mr. Dunn refused to train this white man and walked off the job.
With this event. Sears workers throughout Atlanta began to organize
in support of Nathaniel Dunn. Within a few days some 3OO workers had
organized themselves against the dehumanizing and humiliating conditions
at Sears. The main grievances included:
1. Sears promoted unqualified whites over qualified blacks.
2. Sears paid whites more than blacks who were doing the same
work.
3. Part-time whites were allowed to make more money than
part-time blacks.
4. Blacks were given added responsibility without added pay.
5. Sears had unequal promotional standards.
6. Most black customers were watched and followed by
Security Forces.
7. Not enough blacks were in high commission departments.
8. 40-hour workers were not treated as full-time employees.
9. Lack of respect for employees by management.10.Limited training available for blacks.
With these grievances before the striking employees, they set out
to devise a viable strategy for dealing with the management of Sears.
The SCLC played a crucial role in organizing the workers around what became
known as the "Black Employees of Sears, Roebuck and Company Black Mani¬
festo." (See Appendix L). The manifesto addressed itself to the lack of
black representation in managerial positions. It was maintained that even
though Sears had encouraged and trained black employees to be able to
carry on higher managerial responsibilities. Blacks actually held less
than seven per cent of the managerial positions. Although black patronage
made up 60.5 per cent of all of Sears patronage in Metro-Atlanta, Sears
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officials had not respected these facts enough to appoint one single black
store manager. The Manifesto also listed 33 demands which included pro¬
visions for new procedures for promotions and hirings, a black store
manager at one of the retail stores, the establishment of a Management-
Employee Personnel Policy and Review Board, additional sick leave, and
an immediate increase in the percentage of black employees. Generally,
the demands concerned four important areas of employment: equal oppor¬
tunity for advancement of Blacks to better paying more responsible posi¬
tions; better representation of Black employees throughout the company;
equal administration of compensation, and equal adninistrati on of working
rules.
The SCLC continued to employ the same strategy that it had employed
at Holy Family Hospital. The majority of Sears black employees decided
to join the Chamblee employees and walked off their jobs also. Picketing
began at all Sears outlets in Metro-Atlanta as the Sears' management tried
to meet the 36-hour deadline to respond to the demands. Sears officials
did not engage in what might be referred to as a counter-strategy, rather
they insisted upon reaching a mutual agreement that would quickly settle
the dispute with maximum satisfaction. Strangely enough. Sears responded
positively to every demand except three. Sears' Public Relations Director,
Ralph Russell, issued a statement relating that most of the demands were
within the company's policies but three of them were not.^ They were the
danands dealing with the providing of uniforms for all warehouse employees,
a grievance committee, and a bonus pay system based on productivity. How¬
ever, because all of the demands had not been met, employees continued to
^"Black Sears Workers Vote to Keep Picketing," Atlanta Constitution,
July 21, 1972.
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picket and strike all Sears outlets.
As Sears seemed somewhat slow in providing adequate responses to the
remaining three responses, the black employees vowed to continue and to
escalate their boycott to a nationwide level if Sears did not meet all the
demands. During a rally, Hosea Williams told the audience that "if Sears
did not do something about the demands, we'll picket him until he has to
sell watermelons to pay the light bill."^ Soon the representatives of
the two groups were brought together by Dr. John Middleton, President of
Morris Brown College, and Reverend William Borders of the Wheat Street
Baptist Church, who acted as the conveners in the labor dispute. Pleas
for unity and a peaceful strike came from the national chapter of the SCLC
President, Ralph Abernathy, Fifth District Congressional candidate Andrew
Young, and state senate candidate Lester Courtney.
The two groups reached an impasse on the first section of the mani¬
festo. The Sears representatives related that they had been instructed to
yield to all but one of the demands which required that all the workers
on strike be reinstated to their previous positions without loss of pay
during the racial labor dispute. Meanwhile, A. D. Swift, Vice President
of the Sears Southern Territory expressed his disappointment at the con¬
tinuation of the picketing after the company had completely answered the
2
majority of the donands and had proceeded to outline remedial action.
The eleven-day protest ended in apparent settlement on July 27, 1972
and Sears officials referred to its concessions as "unusual." The covenant
^"Sears Soul Redeemed," p. 2.
^News From Sears, published by Sears department of Public Relations,
July 24, 1972.
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between the two groups has been called another milestone in Atlanta's
history of human achievements by the SCLC. (See Appendix M) They
felt that as "an integral part of Atlanta's greatness. Sears had proven
its humaneness by not only recognizing its mistakes but by its willingness
to rectify them and to set in motion structured machinery to safeguard
possible inhumaneness in the future.^ Hosea Williams related that 'S«ith-
out a doubt, the black employee wa1k>out was the largest and most signi¬
ficant human rights movement in Atlanta since the death of our late
2
beloved Dr. Martin L. King, Jr." It was felt that this was the greatest
victory for black people in Atlanta since the passage of the 1965 Federal
Voting Rights Bill.
In spite of the fact that the strikers and Hosea Williams talked of
Sears' racist policies and so much as included this in their manifesto,
it was now claimed that the dispute was not a racial dispute. In a speech
to the striking employees on the night of the settlement, Hosea Williams
said
One thing must be made unequivocally clear; even though this
confrontation between black employees and the management of
Sears was the result of black employees being denied equal
employment and promotional opportunities, this is not—and
we would like to re-emphasize--THIS IS NOT A FIGHT BETWEEN
BLACK AND WHITE. Once again in America it's a fight between
employee and employer; the rich and the poor; the haves and
the have-nots; the greedy and the needy. Therefore, this is
not a victory for Sears' black employees; it's a victory for
all Atlantans.3
Sears also has maintained that the strike was not racial. In an interview
with William H. Watson, a Sears official who is in charge of the Affirmative-




Action Program,^ he related that Sears felt that it was not a racially
inclined protest, rather it was a protest among a group of employees who
felt they were not being treated right and who happen to have been
black.^
Specifically, an agreement was reached wherein most of the demands
were met, including: a substantial increase in Sears* deposits in the
local black bank; reinstatement of all striking employees to their
previous positions without loss of pay; all criminal charges dropped;
the establishment of Sears' first Employee Appeal Review Affirmative
Action Committee with power to act; employment of a black store manager
(first in the South and third in the country); implementation of an equal
opportunity employment and promotional procedure; black representation
on the management level in all Sears stores; and the recognition of the
late Dr. Martin L. King's birthday as a legal employee chosen holiday.
(See Appendix M). In relating the agreement to the striking employees,
Hosea Williams called upon all black employees and white alike, "not to
return to work as usual, but to forget the human frailties of this black
employee walk-out strike/boycott and return to work with a calm, American,
Christ-like attitude to meet the new challenges of this day."3 Sears
officials also made appeals to the employees to continue to exhibit the
understanding and restraint that was used during the strike and then
stated that Sears would continue to stand on its reputation of fair dealings
^This program has as its purpose the employment, training, develop¬
ment, and upgrading of minorities throughout all management and non¬
management job levels within the company.
2 Interview with Wi1 Ham Watson, Personnel Department, Sears, Roebuck
and Company, June 11, 1973*
^Sears Soul Redeemed," p. 2.
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to all employees.
When looking at the Sears strike one might wonder just why was it
that Sears was comparatively quick to answer the demands as opposed to some
of the other members of the white labor establishment. Sears has claimed
that it gave a quick response because they realized these inequities in
the administration policies and felt that now was a good time to deal
with them. They were also afraid that Sears' national reputation as a
fair agent to all employees would be tarnished. William Watson stated
that Sears has been and will continue to be an employee-oriented company
and will continue to be one because they realized that they can not run
the company without happy people. Tyrone Brooks has accounted for Sears'
quick response by stating that it was because they were dealing with
"intelligent people." He maintained that A. D. Swift, now national presi¬
dent of Sears, was the most intelligent and cooperative man they had dealt
with in all the strikes that the SCLC had led. He also believed that
Sears saw the chance to deal with the Black community and to establish
better relationships with its members. A third reason he gave was that
of employee support. The Sears' employees supported the walk-out/boycott
in massive numbers and with this many employees dissatisfied, how could
Sears ignore them. In talking with one of the Sears officials it was
learned that Sears is the largest retailer in the United States and has
many large contracts with the federal government. With this to consider.
Sears had to comply with federal laws where applicable, namely, that they
be an equal opportunity employer. With the claim by many employees that
they were not, and with the possibility that the strike could become a
national protest. Sears found it much wiser to yield to the demands of
the protestors, than take the chance of jeopardizing millions of dollars
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through the loss of federal contracts. All of these reasons played a
crucial role in Sears' decision to end the strike as quickly as possible.
In assessing the situation that exists at Sears one year later, it
has been discovered that, of the employees talked to, most believe working
conditions are more satisfactory and that many of the demands were directly
observable in their day-to-day work course. The break-down in communica¬
tion between management and employees has been corrected with the committee
provided for in the final covenant. There is a black store manager at the
West End Store where seventy-five per cent of the patronage is black.
There is also a black manager of the credit department at the West End
Store, and blacks have filled a few other "executive" positions in stores
throughout Atlanta. When attempts were made to acquire the actual break¬
down of changes, William Watson evaded the question by stating that Sears
was not looking at the situation in this manner and that they were creating
better policies for all employees, not just the white or the black.
The strike at Sears can best be described as a carry over from the
civil rights era. Discrimination in promotions and hirings constituted
the mainspring of the grievances. The SCLC's contention that Sears'
soul had been redeemed and that it had managed to convert Sears was based
solely on the fact that Sears had yielded to the demands and were willing
to make amends for their discriminatory acts. In other words. Sears was
willing to give Blacks the chance to become "equal" with white employees.
This in no way meant that Sears had been transformed or that they were
willing to allow Blacks to participate in making policies for the company.
What would have happened if the black employees had demanded that the
60.5 per cent black patronage be represented on its Board of Directors
or that three of the six Atlanta stores hire Black managers? What would
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have happened if the demands had included that 60.5 per cent of the profits
be placed back into the black community? What would have happened if the
demands had included a measure that Sears change it profit>making orienta¬
tion? Sears would not have conceded to any one of these demands or any
other demand that would have interfered with the actual policies of the
company. Sears' soul was not redeemed, rather Sears merely agreed to
reform some of the company policies so as to crush black discontent which
would have jeopardized some of the profit-making goals of its organizations.
This does not mean that the demands made or benefits received were not
of substantive value to the black workers. Black workers must continue
their struggle for just wages, work conditions, hirings, and promotions.
Rather, what this analysis does say is that Sears' workers must also place
their struggle within a much broader context than what the SCLC has led
them to do. The SCLC has assumed that once Blacks achieve economic status
equal to that of whites, racism and discrimination will cease and the
black predicament would again change. The workers demanded that the Sears
officials reform their policies, and (for whatever the underlying reasons
were) it did and in so doing expressed its sensitivity to the needs of
its black workers. Whereas Sears must be commended for its willingness to
change its policies, the changes received must be looked upon as reformist
measures that can increase the individual worker's buying power, and hence,
did not help the workers establish new values and beliefs in reference
to the American political and economic systems.
In the two cases studied, it has appeared that the attitudes of the
workers in the two groups are quite different. At Holy Family, the workers
have raised the level of their struggle to a point vhere their situation
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is presently being viewed as an on-going struggle to strengthen them¬
selves and their communities so that they can be about the business of
building a more viable institution to serve the black coiwnunity. At
Sears, the workers are presently still viewing their struggle from the
same position as it was viewed one year ago. They seemed content with
their present stage and the black employees' organization that the SCLC
coordinated is virtually non-existent. The workers have initiated no new
avenues of possible change that would seek to strengthen the other resources
in the black community. In actuality, it appears that the Sears workers
have virtually forgotten about their struggle.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARIES AND CONCLUSIONS
The Black Labor Movement in Atlanta has been basically concerned with
acquiring some of the material needs for poor Blacks. It has been pri¬
marily led by community organizations that firmly believe that Blacks must
integrate within the American system and that the capitalist system can
be made to work if the working poor acquire the collective strength needed
to force the white labor establishment to stop exploiting their economic
resources. Inasmuch as the movement has been primarily concerned with
material short range goals, the strategy that has been adopted has been
the strike, or the "economic walk-out/boycott." The overall programs
of these organizations have been programs that have tended to yield the
same benefits as the federal government's pacification programs of the
1960's.^ These programs have sought to help poor Blacks adjust to their
predicament and in fact, to accept the American values and beliefs as
valid standards to live by. They are based on the assimption that if
Blacks improve their material possessions those channels which control
the destiny of the black community will become more easily accessible.
Consequently, they have minimized the need for Blacks to critically analyze
their position in American capitalist society as distinctly different.
^See Samuel Yette, The Choice: Issue of Black Survival in America
(New York: Berkley Medal 1 ion Books, 19/0, pp. 31-71. ~
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Hence, many of the programs initiated by the SCLC and the MASLC have not
made any substantive contributions to the alleviation of the oppression
of Black people.
Of prime necessity is the realization that these community organiza¬
tions must begin to re-direct their methods of measuring progress. Pre¬
sently, progress is measured by the number of material benefits received.
The workers have looked upon their "victories" in terms of how much of a
raise they received, the number of blacks promoted to management positions,
improved working conditions, improved working hours, establishment of
review boards, amount of money deposited in black-operated. Citizens'
Trust Company Bank, advertising in the black media, extra holidays and
vacation time received, etc. Once these benefits were received, the white
establishment was frequently referred to as being sensitive and concerned
with the needs and rights of the black employees. While these benefits
are necessary, they cannot be the sole measure of progress and they cannot
by themselves, contribute to the alleviation of the oppression in the black
community. Progress must also be measured in terms of the extent to which
these material reforms have helped to instill the kind of critical con¬
sciousness that is needed to transform the life situations of all black
people. Progress must be measured by the extent to which the workers'
struggles with the white establishment have steered the once indifferent
workers into a continuous commitment to effective action. Progress must
be measured by the extent to which the workers are able to combat the
counter-revolutionary forces, and not by the level of integration, degree
of violence or non-violence, or militant rhetoric. Progress must be
measured by the level of mass political development and mass effort to
utilize the most feasible strategy to bring change in social problems. And
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lastly, progress must be measured by the extent to which the workers
realize that there is a uniqueness about their history and their present
predicament which has set black people apart from white people, and hence,
they must create a new society in which they will be in a position to
make changes vital to their needs. At this point, mere awareness or
consciousness of their oppression and exploitation is not enough. Blacks
must be convinced that through revolutionary struggle, they can change
their present conditions.
Inasmuch as the black masses is composed of workers, the fate of the
black community is tied with the outcome of the workers' struggles. To
this end, the black labor movement must begin to structure programs that
would build institutions capable of creating the type of social change that
would help alleviate oppression. By "institution building," we mean the
planned and guided social change that is concerned with innovations that
imply qualitative changes, in norms, in behavior patterns, in individual
and group relationships, and in new perceptions of goals as well as the
means.^ It is not so much concerned with reproducing familiar patterns
with marginal deviations from previous practices or with the incremental
improvements in efficiency as has the black labor movement in Atlanta
concerned itself. There is an urgent need for the black labor movement
to create new values, objectives, and operational methods to undergird its
actions. In so doing, it would provide the new impetus that is needed to
build a viable mass organization that can monitor the content of the induced
^Joseph W. Eaton, ed., Institution-Building and Development (Beverly
Hills: Sage Publications, 1972), pp. 21-25.
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social changes. Only then can the innovations provide for the leadership,
essential resources, tactics, and significant linkages needed to engage
in transactions for the purpose of gaining support and overcoming resis¬
tance.
The SCLC and MASLC have failed in their attempts to organize the
masses of workers into a unique formalized structure that could serve as
a comprehensive and organized political effort to unify black workers.
The urgent need is to establish a Black Labor Congress composed of a
coalition of black workers from all labor establishments in the city. This
Labor Congress would serve as the formal structure responsible for co¬
ordinating the philosophy, objectives, programs, and strategy for black
workers throughout the city. The Congress would serve as a revolutionary
vehicle through which workers can seek to work cooperatively at solving
common problems.
Crucial to the viability of the Black Labor Congress will be the
extent to which it will seek to utilize certain basic principles that are
vital to black community development. This aspect plays the most crucial
role for revolutionary strategies that must be derived from correct theory
if it is to solve some of the grave problems of black Atlantans. This
author has determined that any crucial program must minimally employ seven
basic guidelines in determining an overall objective plan for action. They
include:
1. The plan should be directed toward the acquisition of power.
2. The plan should have an orientation toward self-determination.
3. The plan should have a struggle-situation orientation.
4. The plan should provide the capacity for expanding the
political awareness about the structure and working of the
American capitalist system as it relates to black people.
5.
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The plan should place stress on the cultural awareness
among the people.
6. The plan must seek to stress the international character
of the black predicament.
7. The plan must seek to develop leaders that are emphathetic
to the needs« hopes, and desires of black people.
The extent to which the Black Labor Congress is able to build upon these
basic guidelines will have an important relationship to the extent to which
they will be able to transform the minds and actions of the workers. Only
then, can the workers engage in a continuous struggle for black political
and economic development.
First, it is of utmost necessity that any viable strategy entail a
direction toward power-acquisition. The concept of power itself has many
ambiguous meanings and quite often is interpreted to mean one thing by
those who have it and another by those who do not. However, most critics
would agree that power is defined as the ability to make decisions which
govern one's life. C. Wright Mills, writing in the late 1930's, contended
that power had to do with whatever decisions men make about arrangements
which make up the history of their times.^ For Mills the basic problem
was who was involved in making these decisions and determining events.
He stated:
We cannot today merely assume that in the last resort men must
always be governed by their own consent. For among the means of
power which now prevail is the power to manage and to manipulate
the consent of men. That we do know the limits of such power and
that we hope it does have limits, does not remove the fact that
most power today is successfully employed without the sanction of
the reason or the conscience of the obedient....! should contend
that some men are indeed much freer than others. For such freedom
requires access to the means of decision and of power by which
history cannot be made.^
^C. Wright Mills, Power, Politics and People (New York: Ballantine
Books, 1963), p. 23.
^Ibid.
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Mills' argument is consistent with Dahl's point that power must be
defined in terms of a relationship between people wherein one party had
the ability to get another party to do something he would not otherwise
do.^ Therefore, it is acknowledged that power involves relationships
between groups wherein the decision-making process is controlled by one
group who possesses access to those channels which allows it to determine
the history or life situation of another. Blacks do not have access to
these channels and the power to determine their own history. Consequently
any viable strategy for the black community must entail an orientation
toward power-acquisi tion.
A second aspect to consider in establishing a program is that of self
determination. According to Imamu Ameer Baraka, the concept is to be
defined as the ability to define ourselves, name ourselves, and speak for
ourselves, instead of being defined for and spoken for by others. Many
have also used this term interchangeably with power. As Solomon Gethers
once defined it, it is the ability of Black people to acquire and exer¬
cise power in behalf of their own interests and adds that "Black power
is a call to black people to rediscover the richness of their own possi¬
bilities; toopen themselves spiritually, morally, and psychologically to
3
the true meaning of their own unique historically evolving culture." In
essence then, self-determination must involve the act of maximizing all
efforts of the black community to take care of the consciously determined
^Robert Dahl, "The Concept of Power," Behavioral Science, II (July,
1957), 202.
2
Imamu Ameer Baraka, "A Black Value System," The Black Scholar, I
(November, 1969), 54.
^Solomon Gethers, "Black Power: Three Years Later-Toward a Theory
of Black Liberation," Negro Digest (December, 1969), 5»
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needs of the institutions serving the black community, public funds, and
other community resources, including land inside the black community.
It must be deeply ingrained in the minds of black people that institutions
of the black community belong to them and they must be developed collec¬
tively.
A third aspect to look at would be the extent to which the plan
included a struggle-situation orientation. Every attempt must be made to
seize opportunities to develop a sense of struggle among the people. Large
and small struggles must be encountered for this provides the means whereby
the workers can grow, learn, and develop. James Boggs has maintained that
"struggle should be built into any program in order to stimulate crisis
learning and escalate and expand the sense of civic rights and responsi¬
bilities.^ Likewise, what must be emphasized is that the struggle situation
must entail one in Wiich a great deal of conflict and strife within the
present system is encountered.
The fourth basic guideline states that the program should provide
the capacity for expanding the political awareness about the structure
and workings of the American capitalist system as it relates to black
people. Without this knowledge, it would be impossible to wage an effect¬
ive struggle against the oppressor. Every effort must be made to educate
the workers as to the ways in which the system is molded and changed and
why they as a group have not been able to play a role in making these
changes. Being that the relationships between the demands that are placed
^James Boggs, Racism and the Class Struggle (New York: Monthly
Review Press, 1970)» p* 139.
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on the system and the result is not one of a one-to-one relationship, the
workers must seek to gain access to those channels which possess the power
to change the rules governing the operation of the total system. History
relates that those who have had access to these channels have composed
the corporate class which has an interest only in maintaining their posi¬
tion of wealth. Consequently, the outputs of the system have been detri¬
mental to the black man's survival and it has been impossible to make sub¬
stantial influences for lack of access to the levers of control.
As another guideline, a Black Labor Congress must also make pro¬
visions for a stress on the cultural awareness among the people. Sekou
Toure contends that by culture
we understand all the material and immaterial works of art and
science, plus knowledge, manners, education, a mode of thought,
behavior, and attitudes accumulated by people both through virtue
of their struggle for freedom from the hold and dominion of nature;
we also include the result of their efforts to destroy the devia-
tionist politics-social system of domination and exploitation
through the productive process of social life...the fact of a
culture conditions both the existence of a people and their
exercise of sovereignty and power.^
In essence, culture relates to the sum total of man's reaction to
his opposing environment in relation to his struggle to maximize his
material as well as mental comforts. Hence, the black worker's culture
is defined by the peculiar nature of his struggle. This stress on cul¬
tural awareness would help to mobilize the black worker for political,
social, and economic encounters with the opposing environment. Cultural
awareness would then become an element through which workers will be able
to better define what it is they are trying to create and maintain. Harold
^Sekou Toure, "The Dialectical Approach to Culture," The Black Scholar,
I (November, 1969K 12-15*
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Cruse placed no less stress on culture when he maintained that "as long
as the Negro's cultural identity is in question, or open to self doubt,
then there can be no positive identification with the real demands of his
political and economic existence.^
Still another basic guideline Black Labor Congress would have to
consider would involve a stress on the international character of the
black predicament. This indeed is a crucial aspect. It must be realized
that the struggle against the U. S. dominated capitalist system is and
must be international in scope. Capitalism is and always has been an inter¬
national system of competing nations. These competitive operations have
led to a divergent development within the world between the dominant
mercantile-industrial nations of Europe, North America, and Japan, and
the subordinate industrially less developed nations of Asia, Africa, and
Latin America. This divergence has not been accidental, but has been
caused by the dominant powers which have expropriated economic resources
from subordinate powers. As a result, they have continued to remain less
developed while Western powers continued to expand and develop as they
continued to control the economic development of Asia, Africa and Latin
America.
Consequently, because of the very nature of the capitalist system,
all black people in the U. S. and throughout the Third World must join
forces in their struggle against capitalist exploitation and control.
Blacks in the U.S. must begin to relate their predicament to that of other
black workers throughout the world. They cannot assime the struggle in
the U.S. must take on a different dimension, for throughout the world the
^Harold Cruse, The Crisis of the Negro Intellectual (New York: William
Morrow and Co., 1967), pp. 12-13*
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U.S. exploits and controls the lives of all blacks regardless of where he
may be located. Hence, any strategy would also necessitate the institu¬
tion of an international strategy that would aid in halting U.S. imperialism
whereever it may thrive.
The last basic guideline that will be discussed states that the pro¬
gram must seek to develop leaders that are emphathetic to the needs, hopes,
desires, and aspirations of the people. As referred to in Chapter Three,
leaders must be defined as those individuals who are able to initiate,
stimulate, coordinate and direct the activities of others in the solution
of common problems or achievement of specific social goals. This defini¬
tion necessarily implies that there is a correlation between power and/or
influence and leadership, that is, it infers that one is a leader only if
he can "initiate and direct the activities of others in the solution of
community problems," and once one is designated as being a leader, he has
in the course of becoming, exerted power. The power that is exerted by
the leader must be defined by the stature of existence in the black com¬
munity or the improvement made in the lives of black people. Likewise,
there must be a reinforcing relationship between the community and the
leader, that is, the leader is emphathetic to the needs of the people
because he is "one of them" and needs their support in order to act—they
in turn, need his expertise to get things done.
Summarily, the Black Labor Movement in Atlanta must begin to suggest
to black workers that the myth that the American capitalist system can be
made to work through gradual reform and that Blacks can share in the
American wealth through systematic assimilation, is in fact a myth. This
is one of the greatest lessons to be learned from the civil rights movement.
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Therefore, efforts to "integrate" into the system must be curtailed and
Blacks must operate in favor of a radical transformation of their atti¬
tudes toward that system so that Blacks can begin to guide their actions
toward the creation of new values and strategies for black community
development.
Another crucial point to note is that Atlanta is a predominantly
black city. Since it is evident that the major problems in employment,
housing, education, etc., can not be adequately resolved by the white
power structure, the need is for black masses to become more realistically
involved in the decision-making process. It is significant that the black
labor movement realizes the need for self government by black leaders and
individuals that the black conminity has created and prepared to reorganize
the structure of city life from top to bottom. Black Atlantans must begin
to challenge the authorities in city hall, educate and mobilize themselves
in order that they can develop methods of problem-solving and prepare
themselves for the socially necessary activities of political and community
organization, social services, education and other forms of establishing
working human relationships. Workers must begin to realize the need to
focus decision-making on their own local neighborhoods in reference to
areas such as the police, housing, schools, zoning, etc. Furthermore,
every attempt must be made to place blacks in the political arena where
the controlling decisions are made to train the masses for industrial
tasks of developing their own communities.
There is also the necessity that the black labor movement expand its
programs in order to also mobilize the unemployed, underemployed, and
other sectors of the labor force. Seeing that the present movement has
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primarily concerned itself with the plight of its striking workers, it
has overlooked other crucial segments of the black population. It must
begin to develop an overall program that would address itself to the needs
of the entire black population. This means that the black labor movement
must also establish linkages with other organizations so as to include
not only poor blacks but also it must begin to establish working relation¬
ships with other organizations of doctors, businessmen, teachers, and
other professionals. Whereas, this segment must not be allowed to take¬
over the actual leadership,^ they must be considered as advisors or
agents who can be possibly appealed to for expert, technical and finan¬
cial resources.
The Black Labor Movement in Atlanta has not seriously analyzed its
position in Atlanta's political and economic environment. While its
efforts to acquire material benefits for poor black Atlantans is of great
substantive value, these efforts will by no means suffice as possible
means of liberating black people from the hostile power structure. Steps
must be taken so that Black workers can begin to consider these things so
that they can begin to create and build institutions which are vital to
black survival.
1
See Robert Allen, Black Awakening in Capitalist America: An





MAJOR OCCUPATION GROUP OF THE CURRENTLY EMPLOYED
Ma le Female
Whi te Per Cent' Black Per Cent White Per Cent Black. Per Cent
Total employed
16 years and over 6,320 33,454 4,195 31,000
White Collar Workers 1,428 21.4 5,996 16.9 1,885 44.9 9,130 29.4
Professional and Techni
cal 405 6.4 997 5.0 338 8.1 2,328 7.5
Managerial and Admin. 319 5.0 1,143 3.4 no 2.6 421 1.4
Sales 327 5.1 821 2.5 268 6.4 665 2.1
Clerical 377 5.9 3,036 9.0 1,168 27.8 5,715 18.4
Blue Collar Workers 4,078 77.3 22,087 84.3 1,203 54.9 5,968 70.3




794 23.5 6,672 36.0 1,015
49Operators 694 4,549 -0-
Laborers (except farm)
Service Workers (except
779 12.3 6,107 18.2 -0- 399 1.3
private household) 815 12.9 5,182 15.4 919 21.9 9,377 30.2
Private Household Workers -0- 116 0.3 187 4.4 6,502 20.9
Farm Workers -0- 72 0.2 -0- 23 0.1
Source: 1970 Census, Employment Profi1es of Selected Low-Income Area. Atlanta, Geor gia.
JComputed by Atlanta University School of Social Work










and over 4,879 26,636 2,997 22,136
Less than $35 257 720 163 977
$50 - $59 156 682 150 2,663
$70 - $79 326 192 299 3,004
$80 - $89 315 2,751 460 2,502
$100 - $124 1,079 6,265 480 2,213
$150 - $174 401 1,898 106 572
$200 or more 340 1,085 57 284
Median Weekly
Earnings 111 106 87 76
Source: 1970 Census, Employment Profiles of Selected Low-Income
Area, Atlanta, Georgia.
TABLE 3





Total 4,125 23,431 2,254 19,374
Less than $2,000 408 1,613 290 3,062
$2,000 - 2,999 53 956 116 3,394
$3,000 - 3,999 342 3,008 514 5,320
$4,000 - 4999 589 4,502 452 3,075
$5,000 - 5,999 877 5,281 295 1,904
$6,000 - 6,999 754 3,938 347 1,089
$7,000 - 7,999 357 1,696 130 644
$8,000 - 8,999 158 1,114 - 377
$9,000 - 9,999 103 506 26 220
$10,000 - 11,999 197 397 - 144
$12,000 - 14,999 171 270 57 23
$15,000 - or more 115 152 - 121
Median Earnings 5.87° 5,526 4.508 3.581
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S. Wilma Joyce Smotherman
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National Labor Relations Board
A PETITION has been filed with this Federal agency seeking an election to determine whether certain employees
want to be represented by a union.
The case is being investigated and NO DETERMINATION HAS BEEN MADE AT THIS TIME by the National Labor
Relations Board. IF an election is held Notices of Election will be posted giving complete details for voting.
It was suggested that your employer post this notice so the National Labor Relations Board could inform you of






• To form, join, or assist labor organizations
• To bargain collectively through representatives of your own choosing
• To act together for the purposes of collective bargaining or other mutual
aid or protection
• To refrain from any or all such activities
It is possible that some of you will be voting in an employee representation election as a result of the request for
an election having been filed. While NO DETERMINATION HAS BEEN MADE AT THIS TIME, in the event an
election is held, the NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD wants all eligible voters to be familiar with their
rights under the law and wants both labor and management to know what is expected of them IF it holds
an election.
You are therefore advised that the Board applies rules which are intended to keep its elections fair and honest,
and which result in a free choice. If agents of either labor or management act in such a way as to interfere
with your right to a free election, they will risk the possibility of having the election set aside by the Board.
NOTE:
• Making threats of loss of jobs or loss of benefits by a party capable of
carrying out such a threat
The following are
examples of conduct which
interfere with the rights
of employees and may
result in the setting aside







• Firing employees or causing them to be fired in order to encourage or
discourage union activity
• Making promises of promotions, pay raises, or other benefits, to influ¬
ence an employee vote, by a party capable of carrying out any such
promise
• Making threats of physical force or violence to employees to influence
their vote in the election
• Making misstatements of important facts where another party does not
have a fair chance to reply
• Making campaign speeches to assembled groups of employees on com¬
pany time within the 24-hour period before the election
• Inciting racial or religious prejudice by inflammatory appeals
• Exerting repeated pressures by persons or groups not themselves in¬
volved in the election which tend to create fear of job loss, violence, or
other trouble
Please be assured that IF AN ELECTION IS HELD every effort will be made to protect your right to a free choice
under the law. Improper conduct, a few examples of which appear above, will not be permitted. We expect
all parties to Board elections to cooperate fully with this agency in maintaining basic principles of a fair election
as required by law.
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
an agency of the
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
THIS IS AN OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT NOTICE AND MUST NOT BE DEFACED BY ANYONE
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APPENDIX F
MEMO April 7, 1972
TO: Medical Staff of Holy Family Hospital
FROM: Paul F. Brown, Chairman of the Board of Trustees
The Board of Trustees has instructed me to request the Medical Staff to
designate a committee of eight (8) representatives to meet with the
Executive Conmittee of the Board of Trustees as soon as possible. The
reason for this meeting is to resolve mutual concerns involving the
effective and efficient functioning of Holy Family Hospital and to
specifically to review the demands of certain members of the Medical
Staff contained in a memorandium dated March 31, 1972, a copy of which
is attached.
I am requesting that the Chief of the Medical Staff give notice of and
convene a full meeting of the entire Medical Staff as soon as possible,
in order that the Staff may designate its representatives to meet with
the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees. As soon as this
Medical Staff meeting and designation has been made, I am asking the
Chief of the Medical Staff to notify me immediately in order that a
mutually convenient time and place for the meeting may be arranged.
The Board of Trustees has also asked me to express to members of the
Medical Staff those actions that it has taken that are responsive to
the March 31st memorandium:
With respect to item #1 of the memorandium, I am sure that all mem¬
bers of the Medical Staff are aware that employees previously placed on
leave of absence have been recalled to work, although they had engaged
in picketing and other disruptive actions within and without the hospital.
When they did not respond to the initial communication they were again,
through resolution of the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees,
given additional time to present themselves for employment and for work
assignments. They were unwilling to accept re-employment and engaged
in further disruptive conduct. The offer of return to employment of
these individuals was contrary to the wishes of those employees who have
remained constant in their loyalty to the hospital throughout the diffi¬
cult period that we have experienced. Their unwillingness to return to
work and their subsequent conduct continues to be disruptive of the
medical services that the hospital seeks to provide, and the high
standards of patient care which all of us seek to assure.
With respect to item #2 of the memorandium, the Board of Trustees
had determined not to afford wages for work not performed, but provide
adequate opportunity for return to work and assured those concerned
that their return to work would be without prejudice to their employment
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status and conditioned only upon their willingness to conform to rules
and policies equally applicable to all.
With respect to item #3* it is the policy of the hospital and its
administration that circumstances concerning employees who are terminated
at any time be reviewed. The Employee Relations Committee as well as
supervision are committed to a policy of fair application of employment
policies. As indicated above, the resolutions of the Board of Trustees
have been consistent with the view of bringing the unfortunate disruptions
to a conclusion and that all employees be governed by fair and equitable
standards of conduct, and that no favortism would be shown to any indi¬
vidual regardless of their individual views.
With respect to item #6, The Board of Trustees has previously sought
to assure consistent and even-handed application of employment policies,
and has made it plain that it cannot tolerate provocative or disruptive
behavior by any employee, including those placed on leave of absence,
and seeks an end to all disruptive behavior in the hospital which adversly
effects patient care or orderly procedures. We appreciate the Medical
Staff's concurence in this very important policy.
With respect to items #4 and #5 of the memorandium, such matters
which concern the composition and representation of the Board of Trustees
which are matters that are encompassed within existing selection procedures
of the By-Laws of the Board. Any suggestions or recommendations by the
Medical Staff will receive our careful attention at the meeting which has
been requested.
I wish to re-emphasize on behalf of the Board of Trustees the principal
upon which Holy Family Hospital is based. It is dedicated to the highest
possible standards of hospital and medical practice, and with continued
community support we will be able to keep the faith entrusted to it and
preserve its ideals of Christian service. To accomplish its aims, the
cooperation and support of the Board of Trustees, the Medical Staff, the
Administration and the employees of the hospital must be assured and
unselfly motivated. I wish to make it plain that it is the aim of the
Board to direct the on-going work of Holy Family Hospital responsibly, and
with full recognition that the hospital's mission is larger than any
individual interest. It is the common desire of all concerned to see an
end to the present disruptions, and a futherance of the mission of healing
the sick. To maintain a viable institution, the hospital must be able
to meet its financial commitments. A review of present circumstances will
be a part of the meeting which we look forward to in the very near future.
Sincerely yours,
/s/ Paul F. Brown,






EMPLOYEES NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE FOR BETTER WORKING CONDITIONS
(Temporary Address)
2800 Gordon Road, Apartment G-15
DEMANDS
1. THAT ALL EMPLOYEES BE GRANTED twelve (12) days sick leave per year,
accumulative up to sixty (60) days, for which an employee will be
financially compensated for at the time of his dismissal, resig¬
nation, retirement or death at the rate of pay the employee is
receiving at that time.
2. THAT ALL EMPLOYEES BE GRANTED one-weeks vacation with pay after
six (6) months of service? two weeks after twelve (12) months of
service? three weeks after five (5) years of service? and four
weeks after ten (lO) years of service. All vacation days will be
accumulative up to ninety (90) days for which all employees will be
financially compensated for at the time of dismissal, resignation,
retirement or death at the rate of pay the employee is receiving at
that time.
3. THAT ALL EMPLOYEES OF HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL are granted their rights
to organize themselves into a legally recognized organization to
bargain collectively for the rights of any employee upon request.
4. THAT THE ADMINISTRATION OF HOLY Family Hospital recognize and com¬
pensate proportionately in every way for the experience enqiloyees
have gained while employed at other officially recognized medical
facilities.
5. THAT THE ADMINISTRATOR OF HOLY Family Hospital organize an annual
democratic election of officials for the Credit Union. This
election is to be conducted by neutral parties agreed upon by both
the management and members of the employees' bargaining organization.
The Adninistrator of Holy Family Hospital must require officials of
the Credit Union to submit a detailed, annual financial report to
all participants of the Credit Union? this report must be certified
by a C. P. A.
6. THAT THE ADMINISTRATION OF HOLY Family Hospital not only recognize
this duly-authorized body by permitting a bi-monthly dues check-off,
but that it aid and abet the operation and effectiveness of the bar¬
gaining organization by allowing each Department to meet one hour
each month for the purpose of electing one representative (this will
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be done at the first meeting) to the bargaining organizations'
Board of Directors and to conduct departmental business relating
to the rights of employees and the bargaining organization.
7. THAT THE ADMINISTRATION OF HOLY FAMILY Hospital permit the use of
the Hospital's auditorium for a period of two hours each month for
the purpose of the officers and members of the bargaining organi¬
zation meeting.
8. THAT THE ADMINISTRATION OF HOLY Family Hospital permit the use of
one desk and one telephone extension to be used by the non-salaried
officials of the bargaining organization to carry out their official
responsibilities during any period of time other than regular working
hours.
9. THAT THE ADMINISTRATION OF HOLY Family Hospital permit elected repre¬
sentatives of the employees of the hospital to attend regional and
national meetings sponsored to benefit groups bargaining collectively
for the rights of working people with full pay while on leave to
attend these meetings.
10. DUE TO THE FACT THAT THERE WILL be no paid staff to carry on the duties
of the bargaining organization, that the hospital administration
permit duly-elected or appointed persons to attend local labor con¬
federation or coalition meetings with pay, to better equip themselves
to carry on their voluntary duties with the bargaining agent.
11. THAT EACH EMPLOYEE AND ALL THE members of each employees' immediate
family are granted free x-rays and laboratory work. Drugs prescribed
by a staff physician should be purchased at cost.
12. DUE TO OUR RELIGIOUS COMMITMENT, that all employees be granted two
weekends off per month.
13. THAT THE ADMINISTRATION OF HOLY Family Hospital reinstate all employees
who have been placed on leave of absence without pay with full status
and pay; and that all mentioning of the management/employee conflict
be removed from their records.
14. DUE TO MANY INFRACTIONS UPON THE RIGHTS of employees by the Director
of Nursing, Miss Florence Pecora, that the Administration of Holy
Family Hospital be immediately terminated.
15. IN AN EFFORT TO PROTECT THE future and the integrity of the Hospital,
and to make possible individual freedom and the exertion of initiative
so as to allow the employees the opportunity to administer the best
possible medical care to our patients, we demand the resignation of
Mr. Lee Nichols, the Adninistrator. In addition, that the Board of
Directors allow employees' participation in the selection of Mr.
Nichols' successor.
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16. THAT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS of Holy Family Hospital establish a
hospital Operation Policy Board that will be responsible for final
decision-making in carrying out the policies of the Board of
Directors, and revise the policy manual. This Board should con¬
sist of one-third management, one-third professional staff, and one-
third non-professional staff.
17. TO FACILITATE GREATER COMMITMENT AND GROWTH on the part of employees
due to the opportunity of input at the policy-making level, we
request that the membership of the Board of Directors be increased
or that an adequate number of the present Board members resign so
as to allow the participation of at least one professional male;
one professional female; one non-professional male and one non-
professional female.
18. SO AS TO ALLOW FOR THE GREATEST amount of participation, those persons
who will represent the Hospital employees at the Board level should
be elected by their peers rather than appointed by management.
19. DUE TO THE RISE IN THE COST OF living, we demand that each employee
at Holy Family Hospital be given an across-the-board, three dollar
per day pay increase retroactive to the ending of the recent price
freeze by President Richard Nixon. Annual raises for each employee
should be 1.5 times that of the recognized government rise in the
Cost of Living Index. Every employee with more than twelve (12)
months service with a satisfactory evaluation should be granted
a raise.
20. THAT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS establish a Finance Committee whose main
responsibility is to develop financial resources for the overall
operation of Holy Family Hospital. This Finance Conmittee should
be representative of all parties concerned with the Hospital from
the lowest-paid employee level up to and including the non-paid
Board of Directors.
21. THAT THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE hospital be required to organize an
Employees Evaluation Efficiency System whereby each employees'
supervisor would be required to discuss inefficiencies and warn
an employee at least twice before officially berating that employee.
The supervisors should be required to discuss unsatisfactory grading
of an employee with that employee before presenting the grading to
the supervisor's superior. An employee should be given the oppor¬
tunity to correct any inefficiencies designated by his employer
before this matter becomes a permanent part of the employees' per¬
sonnel file. Once an employee receives an efficiency rating less
than satisfactory the supervisor should be required to counsel with
that employee on a monthly basis or until that employee overcomes
the cause of the previously unsatisfactory service. Efficiency
ratings should be granted the employee in writing bi-annually.
22. THAT ALL PERSONS REQUIRED TO work holidays by the Hospital receive
an additional day's pay.
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23« THAT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS establish a Personnel Opportunities Com¬
mittee (P.O.C.) to make available to employees the opportunities
of better qualifying themselves so they will be in a position to
take advantage of any possible additional pursuit. This committee
should be required not only to be responsible for developing
necessary resources but to supervise the organization of adequate
training.
24. THAT ALL BOARDS, AUTHORITIES, commissions, and/or committees should
be thoroughly representative of the total constituent associated
with the Hospital.
25» THAT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS SHOULD establish an Employees Retirement
Board that is to be elected from each Department to serve a three-
year term. This Board would assume the total responsibility of
supervising and implementing Holy Family Hospital's Retirement
Plan in accordance with the policies set up by the Board of Direc¬
tors. One of the functions of the Retirement Board is to make
loans available to participating employees based upon normal com¬
mercial banking credit requirements. RETIREMENT PLAN: The
Retirement Program should not be mandatory but available to all
employees upon request. Five per-cent of each employee's gross
salary should be deducted in a bi-monthly basis from his check
and tMs amoount should be matched by the hospital and placed in a
trust or invested for the participant's retirement pay. Employees
whose services are terminated for any reason, before that employee
is eligible for retirement, is entitled to receive his total retire¬
ment investment (the deducted as well as the matched five per-cent
of his pay) plus the common rate of interest at that time. For all
participating employees, retiring from Holy Family Hospital, retire¬
ment pay shall be based upon an average of that employee's highest
five years' gross pay while being employed at Holy Family Hospital.
26. THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, IN CONJUNCTION with the employees, should
establish an Employees Seniority Program which would be designated
by a points system, meaning an employee would be granted or would
give up points upon each employee's job efficiency evaluation.
These seniority credit points would be based upon length and quality
of service.
27» THAT THE BQ^RO OF DIRECTORS establish a Promotional System based
upon seniority, credit points, as well as academic experience
qualifications.
28. FOR EFFICIENCY OPERATION, EMPLOYEES should be required to request
all vacation leave, with the exception of emergency leave, at least
twelve (12) hours prior to taking that leave.
29. THAT NO MEAL EXCEED ONE DOLUR. The cafeteria should buy in con¬
junction with another food outlet, such as Grady Hospital, in order
to get decreased prices, and should operate on a non-profit basis.
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30. THAT A TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE be established to work with MARTA.
A bus should come to the Hospital, up to the parking lot, at least
every hour between 6:00 p.m. and 1:00 a.m. and every two hours
between 1:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m.
31. THAT THE FOLLOWING PLANS BE instituted: LIFE INSURANCE PLAN: Pro¬
fessional employees, $15,000.00; Semi-professional employees,
$10,000.00; and non-professional employees, $5,000.00. HOSPITAL
INSURANCE PLAN: Pro-rated on income basis equally matched with
Hospital portion of premium; high option family plan patterned




FROM: Members of the Medical Staff
TO; The Board of Trustees Holy Family Hospital
In view of the fact that our previous requests have not been favorably
received, we feel that the following changes are imperative. Our concern
for patient care moves us to make these demands:
1. Bring all involved employees, whether on temporary leave, terminated
"fired”, or otherwise severed from their employment status, without
harassment, ill will, or any guise or subterfuge that might be
employed to penalize these employees, back to work immediately.
2. To render any back pay due these employees from the time of their
initial disruption of their employment status, until adequate time
for response, three (3) days, on their part.
3. That a review mechanism be established for surveillance of all
employees involuntarily terminated during the next twelve (12)
months.
4. We recommend that the composition of the Trustee Board be changed
to include as one-third (1/3) of its membership, non-hospital
based physicians.
5. That one (1) employee, elected at large by his or her peers, be
placed in membership on the Trustee Board.
6. We affirm our support of the Administration's responsibility to
assure that all returning employees refrain from any and all pro¬
vocative or disruptive behavior in the hospital. Any documented
violation will constitute just cause for immediate dismissal.
We, the undersigned physicians, will not continue to support the current
administrative policies unless these demands are met immediately.
William Borders, M.D. Wesley S. Wilborn, M.D. O.W. Smith
Drayton P. Graham, M.D. Lee R. Shelton, M.D. L.C. Brown
Linzy Scott, M.D, H. C. Jones, M.D.
Clinton Warner, M.D. S.O. Atkins, M.D.
H.A. Golden, M.D. Joseph H. Moorhead, M.D.
Nelson McGhee, M.D. D.H. King, M.D.
W. F. Meadows, M.D. W. W. Stewart, M.D.
A. M. Davis, M.D. Yilmaz Serbes, M.D.
B. J. Bridges, M.D. Edgar A, Proctor, M.D.
Paris A. Souval, M.D. Michael S. Landy, M.D.
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APPENDIX I
BOYCOTT OF HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL STILL ON
HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL EMPLOYEES FOR BETTER WORKING CONDITIONS
Post Office Box 42341
Atlanta, Georgia 30311
NOTE: ARE BLACK DOCTORS SELLING OUT TO LEE NICHOLS & PAUL BROWN?
AFTER THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES PROCRASTINATED (PLAYED AROUND) WITH BOTH THE
DOCTORS AND EMPLOYEES DEMANDS, SOME BLACK DOCTORS ARE TRYING TO CRUSH
OUR BLACK SISTERS AND BROTHERS BY INCREASING THE HOSPITAL PATIENT LOAD.
HOLY FAMILY DOCTORS DESTROY LIFE
HOW MANY? - 53 out of 59; all but m
(Which one of these is your doctor?)
WHAT COLOR ARE THESE DOCTORS? — Mostly Black (Colored)
(Poor people understand where white doctors are coming from.)
WHOSE LIVES ARE THESE »S0UL BROTHERS" DESTROYING? — Mostly Black women
(Their mothers, wives, daughters, sisters and even their lovers)
WHAT SIDE ARE THE BLACK DOCTORS ON? — The 53 are on the wrong side—the
side of the Hospital Administrator—Lee Nichols; the Chairman of the
Board of Trustees, Paul Brown, who is also First Vice-President of C&S
Bank; THE RICH.
(This is hard to believe when 99% of the Black doctors came from
families that were and still are, as poor as a CHURCH MOUSE. They
claim to have forgotten the old ship that brought them across;
they have forgotten how their parents existed from pay check to
pay check; they don't remember how it feels to be cold all winter
and hot all summer; they have forgotten how a little hungry child
hurts and that facial expression of their Black mother when there
was not enough food to go around or not enough money to pay the
rent or that school tuition. -- They think they've got it MADE
NOW: many of them are suffering from the Cadillac Cholera;
Lincoln Diarrhea; Surburban Sleeping Sickness; Cosmetic Hives;
Steak Ulcers; or Scotch Fever.
WHY ARE BLACK DOCTORS DESTROYING T^E LIVES OF THEIR BLACK WOMEN — FEAR!I
(Fear of themselves, fear of being BLACKT One of the leaders of
these scarey doctors told the fired employees, "You all are just
going to turn this whole Hospital Black and the first thing you'll
know, we'll have a BLACK ADMINISTRATOR." Rev. Hosea Williams
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replied, ‘'That's a helluva thing for a Black doctor to say.
You tell me to trust you cutting open my body; in other words,
you want me to trust you with my life, but you are not willing
to trust a Black administrator with that damn Hospital. Your
body is Black, but your mind is WHITE. You are a much bigger
enemy to these poor Black women than Lee Nichols or Paul Brown.
Remember, doctor. Holy Family opened its door with no Black
doctors. Just three years ago Holy Family was 50% white, and
today it's only 7% white, and there have been no demonstrations.
Hell, it's turning Black anyway, and there is nothing anyone
can do about it.")
WHAT IS THE NUMBER ONE FEAR OF BLACK DOCTORS?— NOT BEING ABLE TO PRACTICE
MEDICINE (DID YOU KNOW there are only 2 hospitals in this "City
Too Busy to Hate" Atlanta--that openly accept Black doctors--
Hughes Spalding (WHICH NEEDS WORKING ON) and Holy Family; the
vast majority of the hospitals in the Atlanta area have less
than 3 Black doctors on their staff; JUST ENOUGH TO JUSTIFY
THEIR RECEIVING FEDERAL FUNDS. Other than Hughes Spalding and
Holy Family, the average Black doctor has problems in keeping
up hospital requirements (making 90% of the staff doctors'
meetings; keeping patients' charts updated, including history,
physical examination, progress reports, etc.
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APPENDIX J
HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL EMPLOYEES FOR BETTER WORKING CONDITIONS
Post Office Box 42341 - Atlanta, Georgia 30311
Unquestionably, Lee Nichols (the Administrator of Holy Family Hos¬
pital), Paul Brown (Chairman of the Board of Trustees of Holy Family, who
is also a Trust Officer of C&S Bank), and the Medical Mission Sisters of
the Catholic Church (founders of Holy Family Hospital), definitely want
the Hospital closed even though they know the Black community of Metro
Atlanta will gravely suffer medically. The main reasons they would like to
see the Hospital close are: the Hospital is over 12 monthly payments
behind in its mortgage to the Catholic Church; the Hospital's Board of
Trustees is controlled by rich whites and the Medical Mission Sisters of
the Catholic Church who are insensitive to the human needs of the Black
community; and finally. Holy Family's Board of Trustees' opposition to
organized labor.
Nichols, Brown and the Medical Mission Sisters of the Catholic Church
are also totally insensitive to the God-given and Constitutional rights
of these poor fired employees, for they already have the power and respon¬
sibility to not only keep this Hospital open, but to see justice done to
these fired employees.
It would take so little to settle this dispute, even including the
fired employees' full back pay. Yet, Lee Nichols—the Administrator—
would rather pay more fighting a just settlement per week (on a consultant
firm, an expensive legal firm and unnecessary security guards) than al1
the fired employees' back pay would total. Therefore, truth compels us
to contribute the lack of a settlement to Nichols', Brown's and the
Medical Mission Sisters' racial attitudes and their non-commitment to
helping the poor.
All they have to do to settle this labor dispute is: reinstate these
fired employees who were wrongfully fired, with full back pay; drop all
false charges; and guarantee all employees of Holy Family an open, fair
election as to whether they want to organize themselves to bargain col¬
lectively or not. We will be bound by whatever the results of that open
and fair election are.
We have no doubt in our minds about keeping the Hospital open and get¬
ting these poor people their jobs back. We know "truth crushed to earth
shall rise again." We are just worried about how long and how much suf¬
fering Nichols, Brown and the Medical Mission Sisters of the Catholic
Church will heap upon the Black and poor citizens of Atlanta. Even though
Holy Family's Board of Trustees refused to settle this dispute by meeting
6 demands made by 23 staff doctors—the face of an ultimatum that these
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doctors would withdraw their support from the Hospital--at present, a
few BLACK Doctors who signed that petition have turned about-face and
are now trying to keep the Hospital filled up with Medicaid patients,
many of whom do not need to be in a hospital. WE WILL CONTINUE TO LIVE
IN THIS TENT AND FAST UNTIL THIS DISPUTE IS SETTLED OR UNTIL DEATH.
Rev. Hosea Williams, DeKalb SCLC
Rev. Joseph Boone, Metro Atlanta Summit Leadership
Conference
Rev. Arthur Langford, United Youth Adult Conference
Mr. Alfred McClure, Atlanta NAACP
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APPENDIX K
HOLY FAMILY EMPLOYEES FOR BETTER WORKING CONDITIONS TO ELECT A
UNION CONTROLLED BY THE EMPLOYEES & NOT BY MANAGEMENT
DeKalb County SCLC
2348 Boulevard Drive, S.E. --- Atlanta, Georgia
FOLLOWING IS THE AGREEMENT MADE BETWEEN THE HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL BOARD OF
TRUSTEES, MR. PAUL BROWN, CHAIRMAN; THE HOLY FAMILY EMPLOYEES FOR BETTER
WORKING CONDITIONS; DR. BERNARD BRIDGES; REV. ANDREW YOUNG; AND REV.
HOSEA WILLIAMS, THAT SETTLED THE HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL LABOR DISPUTE;
I
A. That the following employees (Miss Thelma Strother, Miss Patricia
Ivey, Mrs. Laura Lightfoot, Mrs. Sarah Rankin, Mrs. Barbara Barron,
Mr. Walter Gaines and Mr. Ulysses Mitchell) who were placed on leave
of absence without pay on March 13, 1972, and the following employees
(Mrs. Carolyn Smith, Miss Mary Lee Calhoun, Mrs. Jackie Harris,*
and Miss Sandra Ellis*) whose discharge resulted from various charges
of infractions of the Hospital's rules, be reinstated on Thursday,
May 4, 1972, into the same positions, on the same shifts and at the
same hourly wages they received prior to their being placed on leave
of absence or their being discharged.
B. That on Thursday, May 4, 1972, the above mentioned employees will
receive full back pay from the date of their leave of absence or
discharge through May 3> 1972. Back pay shall be based on hourly wage
received by employee at the time of their dismissal. The above
mentioned employees shall also return to work and be reinstated on
Thursday, May 4, 1972.
C. That all criminal charges that have been executed against the above
mentioned employees in connection with the Holy Family Hospital labor
dispute be dropped or not prosecuted wherever possible; All refer¬
ences mentioning employee involvement in this labor dispute be
completely removed from the personnel files of the above mentioned
employees; The above mentioned employees will not be harrassed,
intimidated or pressured for their involvement in the Holy Family
Hospital labor dispute; and that a committee of three persons (one
staff doctor, one board member and a citizen from the Southwest
Atlanta Community) be responsible for settling any personal or labor
dispute that will arise between now and up to the time Holy Family
employees elect to have or not to have their own union.
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II
That five (5) representatives from the Holy Family Grievance Committee
be united with five (5) representatives from the "Holy Family Employees
for Better Working Conditions" by Monday, May 15, 1972, for the purpose
of organizing and supervising an open and fair employee union election
to be held on Monday, June 5, 1972. The purpose of this election is to
determine whether or not the employees of Holy Family Hospital will have
their own union or a so-called Grievance Comnittee. The election will
be binding on everyone. A neutral committee (one Board member, one
staff doctor and one community leader) will supervise the activities of
the election as to whether or not the Holy Family employees want their
own union.
SIGNERS OF THE STATEMENT
Mr. Paul Brown & Dr. Bernard Bridges
Dr. J.B. Ellison & Sister Jane Pollowski
Mr. Joe Lamarta & Ms. Pat Ganmions
Attorney Alex Smith
Rev. Hosea Williams & Mr.
Walter Gaines
Mrs. Sarah Rankin & Mr. Ulysses
Mitchel1
Rev. Arthur Langford & Mrs.
Barbara Baron
Miss Patricia Ivey & Miss Thelma
Strother
Rev. Joseph Boone & Mrs. Laura
Lightfoot
Mrs. Carolyn Smith & Miss Mary
Calhoun
NOTE: *Indicates those employees not being considered for reinstatement




2348 Boulevard Drive, N.E, -- Atlanta, Georgia
Rev. Hosea Wi11iams, PRESIDENT
BLACK EMPLOYEES OF SEARS, ROEBUCK & COMPANY BLACK MANIFESTO
TO: Mr. A.D, Swift, Vice-President, Sears, Roebuck & Company
Southeastern Regional District, Atlanta, Georgia
FROM: Rev. Hosea L. Williams, President of the Metro Atlanta/Dekalb
Southern Christian Leadership Conference
REPRE¬
SENTING: BUCK EMPLOYEES OF SEARS, ROEBUCK AND COMPANY FOR EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY AND EMPLOYMENT, THROUGH
Mr. LaDonald Comas (Bruckhead); Mr. Billy Woods (Jefferson
Street); Miss C.S. Robinson (Decatur); Mr. Rufus Jones
(West End); Mr. Young Hughley (Ponce de Leon); Mr. Nathaniel
Dunn (Chamblee); and Mr. Mike Stanton (Tucker); Mr. Leon
Lemon (North Lake)
SUBJECT: ENDING THE PRESENT METRO ATLANTA SEARS, ROEBUCK & COMPANY
RACIAL LABOR DISPUTE.
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, for many years Sears, Roebuck & Company has claimed nation-wide
to be an equal opportunity employer in accordance with the federal
government's guidelines in an effort to eliminate racial discrimi¬
nation and un-American like practices in employment and promotional
opportunities against blacks and other minorities in America;
WHEREAS, Sears, Roebuck & Company's acclaim to be an equal opportunity
employer has been largely liberal rhetoric, due to the fact it has
only been implemented theoretically, while Sears has nearly con¬
tinued its historic practice of overt racial discrimination and
un-American like practices in the hiring and promoting of black
employees;
WHEREAS, we have case after case (existing today) where black employees
had equal qualifications to their white co-workers and years of
experience and seniority over their white co-worker; yet when
a vacancy occurred, the whites were promoted over the blacks.
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WHEREAS, Black employees of Sears, Roebuck and Company working at various
installations in the Metro Atlanta area have been employed
satisfactorily by Sears for some time; when white employees were
employed, the old black employees were required to train the
new white employees; whenever a vacancy occurred, the white
employee was promoted and became the boss of the black employee
who trained him;
WHEREAS, black employees have been promoted and given titles equal to
that of white employees; the black employees continued to
receive the salaries that they received before the promotion;
therefore, while holding the same position and doing the same
job as the white employees, the white employees continued to
receive a higher rate of pay;
WHEREAS, black employees have been promoted in title and in salary
equal to that of certain white employees, the black employees
have been required to do laboring work that was never required
of the white employees holding the same title, receiving the
same pay;
WHEREAS, Sears, Roebuck & Company has encouraged and trained black
employees to be able to carry on higher managerial responsi¬
bilities; while overall black employment at Sears in Metro
Atlanta is 22*5% blacks hold less than 7% of the managerial
positions;
WHEREAS, black patronage in some of the local Sears retail outlets--
like the Ponce de Leon Store &0% black trade), the West End
Retail Store (75% black trade)--and due to the fact that
blacks make up 60.5% of all the Sears' patronage in Metro
Atlanta, officials of Sears still have not respected 60.5%
of its patrons enough to appoint a single black store manager;
WHEREAS, Sears, Roebuck & Company in Metro Atlanta continues to grossly
ignore and outrightly violate its own personnel and policy
procedures rather than to grant loyal black Americans equal
employment and promotional opportunities.
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the black employees of Sears,
Roebuck & Company for Equal Opportunity and Employment
CONTINUE (for an indefinite length of time), ESCALATE
(increasing Sears employee, community leader, and local
and national organization participation) and EXPAND (state¬
wide, south-wide and nation-wide), their employee walk-out
strike and boycott until Sears, Roebuck & Company meets the
following DEMANDS:
NOTE: The following is a composite of grievances
registered through testimonies or signed
affidavits by and from black employees of
Sears, Roebuck & Company
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PART I
A. WE DEMAND any and all criminal or civil charges to be dropped
against any and all employees arising out of the Sears, Roebuck
and Company racial labor dispute.
ans. yes.
B. WE DEMAND all persons involved in trying to bring about equal
and adequate job opportunities and promotional opportunities for
all Sears employees, regardless of race, creed, or color, by
participating in the picketing or boycotting of Sears stores be
reinstated to their previous positions without loss of pay during
the racial dispute, and with the same working hours and pay rate
held prior to the racial labor dispute.
ans. yes.
C. WE DEMAND that any and all mention of employee participation in
bringing about equal job opportunities and promotional opportuni¬
ties for all Sears employees--regardless of race, creed or color--by
participating in the picketing and boycotting of Sears, be removed
from their personnel file completely without exception.
ans. yes - now
D. WE DEMAND that no supervisor or managerial personnel be allowed
to harass, intimidate or punish any employee, in any way whatso¬
ever, for participating in bringing about equal job and promotional
opportunities for all Sears employees--regardless of race, creed
or color.
ans. yes
E. WE DEMAND officials of Sears, Roebuck and Company furnish the
present so-called Black Employees of Sears, Roebuck & Company
for Equal Opportunity and promotional Opportunity the following
date:
1. The name of each and number of divisions in the Metro
Atlanta area
a. Number of black employees in each
b. Number of white employees in each
2. By division, a list of departments in each division
a. Number of black employees in each
b. Number of white employees in each
3. By the division, list job categories in each department
a. Number of black employees in each
b. Number of white employees in each
4. List salary range of each job category in each department
of each division.
ans. Sears has agreed to give the above demand by August 12th.
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PART II
A. WE DEMAND, for the purpose of settling disputes, validating
firings, reject-requests for transfers, settling disputed pro¬
motions, and so forth; the establishment of a Management/Employee
Personnel Policy and Procedure Review Board. The structure of
this Board should follow along the lines of Sears present authori¬
tative structure--supervisor, department head (manager), and
division head. Representatives on this Board should be elected
by secret ballot--employees electing two-thirds and management
(including from supervisor through the division head) electing
one-third of the representatives.
Whenever disagreements arise between supervisors and employees,
if the employee is dissatisfied with the decision of the super¬
visor, that employee has the right to appeal the decision of the
supervisor first to the department head (manager); then the
department Personnel Policy and Procedure Review Board; then to
the division head and on to the division Personnel Policy and
Procedure Review Board.
We also demand that any employees appealing the decision of a
supervisor is entitled to be represented by a professional con¬
sulting firm named by the Metro-Atlanta/Dekalb SCLC.
Ans. Sears agreed that each store will have an affirmative
action committee made up of four blacks and four whites.
The black employees will choose three, the white employees
will choose three, and management will choose two (one
black and one white). One member of each will rotate off
the committee every two months and will be replaced by the
next person coming up in alphabetical order.
Any new employee hired after June 28 must be passed the
first time but may be selected on the committee in the
second alphabetical selections.
B. WE DEMAND one day sick leave with pay per month, giving an
employee 12 sick days per year. We also demand that sick leave
be accumulative up to 3 years, and upon departure from the company
an employee is to be compensated for all unused sick days at his
present salary scale.
Ans. Proposal made that the five day waiting period be reduced to
one day.
C. WE DEMAND that any time an employee is transferred or promoted




0. WE DEMAND THAT blacks who are presently holding positions be
recognized in that position by title, duties and responsibilities
equal to that enjoyed by whites.
Ans. YES
E. WE DEMAND all promotions and transfers of blacks between the period
of June 28th and until this racial labor dispute is ended, be
reviewed.
Ans. Agreed to review any dispute when a complaint is registered.
F. WE DEMAND that Sears purchase and provide uniforms for all employees
needing and requesting uniforms in both warehouses.
Ans. Sears agreed to provide and purchase protective clothing where
needed, within one week.
G. WE DEMAND that buyers work only in office area and not on the
floor.
Ans. YES, NOW.
H. WE DEMAND an immediate advancement of qualified blacks in all phases
of employment where blacks have been refused promotions due to
racism and in all phases of employment Sears has kept lily-white.
Ans. Sears agreed to implement a moratorim (hold up) on the hiring
and promoting of white employees and fill all vacancies (hiring
and promotions) with blacks until that time, black employment
is all job categories in each individual store correspond to the
black population percentage in that city or county, wherever the
store is located.
I. WE DEMAND a black store manager at one of the "A" rated stores now.
Ans. Sears will fill the position of a black store manager in one of
the A Rated Stores in the Metro Atlanta Area within six months.
J. WE DEMAND that we have several blacks as supervisors, parts
managers, and assistant managers on the floor and in the office.
Blacks must not only be supervisors over black employees; but
as whites, blacks should be over black and white employees.
Ans. YES
K. WE DEMAND more blacks be immediately hired in the U.B.C., customer
service, mailroom, security, typing, auditing, supply room,
telephone unit, data speed, timekeeper, electricians, and switch¬
board. Employment in these areas should be confined to blacks
until a adequate number of blacks are hired.
Ans. YES
Ill
L. WE DEMAND that a minimum of two blacks be placed on the Sears
Territorial Parts Pool Management Staff prior to our returning
to work, and one within 30 days after returning to work.
Ans. Sears has agreed to place one in 30 days, another in 90
days, and another in 120 days.
M. WE DEMAND that blacks be given merit raises equal to whites.
Ans. YES
N. WE DEMAND that blacks, like whites, with qualifications but little
service time be promoted just like whites and not discriminated
against because of their short service time.
Ans. YES
O. WE DEMAND Christmas bonuses for all Sears employees.
Ans. Will be decided upon at the National Board Meeting.
P. WE DEMAND clarification of the qualifications of each position
of all Sears employees.
Ans. YES
0.. WE DEMAND that there be no more discrimination in pay between blacks
and whites performing similar services.
Ans. YES
R. WE DEMAND immediate black representation in management at all
Sears stores.
Ans. YEs (within 6 months)
S. WE DEMAND that there be an equal salary scale for all employees
doing equal work, along with an immediate review of record of
employees responsibilities, duties and titles.
Ans. YES
T, WE DEMAND that there be a more effective training program with
more blacks included.
Ans. YES
U, WE DEMAND that if an employee works 40 hours in any particular
week he or she should receive full-time commission.
Ans YES (same as "0")
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V. WE DEMAND an immediate increase in the percentage of black employees.
Ans. YES
W. WE DEMAND that there be black truck drivers at all warehouses.
Ans. YES (same as "R")
X. WE DEMAND that Sears refrain from requiring blacks to have any more
education for a given job than Sears requires whites for the same
or similar job.
Ans. YES
Y. WE DEMAND if a man is hired for one position he should be paid
according to the salary range set up in that position, and also
paid for any extra jobs he performs.
Ans. If any employee performs more than one job he should be paid
for the highest job classification.
Z. WE DEMAND that January 15th—the birthday of the late Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.--become a paid employee holiday.
Ans. This will be honored as one of the three personal holidays or
as an optional holiday without pay.
Zl. WE DEMAND that the location of the Personnel Office and notice
of openings be placed on bulletin boards, putting the boards
in a conspicuous place.
Ans. YES
Z2. WE DEMAND Sears pay hospitalization insurance for all employees
completing one year of service.
Ans. YES (same as "0").
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METRO ATLANTA/DeKALB SCLC
2348 Boulevard Drive, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30317
Rev. Hosea L. Williams, President
METROPOLITAN ATUNTA UNITS OF
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND COMPANY
675 Ponce de Leon Ave,, N. E,
Atlanta, Georgia 30308
Mr. Dean Swift, Vice President
COVENANT BETWEEN
METRO ATLANTA/DeKALB SCLC
METROPOLITAN ATUNTA UNITS OF SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.
Atlanta, Georgia
October 4, 1972
Today there is wide-spread recognition that conditions which affect
the black and other minority Americans require the serious attention of
the business community of the predominant white society.
Since Sears-Atlanta wants to serve these citizens with greater
justice and equity, it wants to become more deeply involved in helping
to solve the problems which exist for these Americans. Sears-Atlanta,
therefore, pledges to undertake renewed efforts designed to close the
gap between the promise and the performance of American democracy.
Sears-Atlanta and SCLC hereby announce the following program to
attack the problems created by segregation and discrimination inflicted
upon black Americans. It is the objective of this program to develop
creative and sustained efforts in the areas of increased employment and
promotional opportunity and minority business development.
This gentlemen's agreement between Metro Atlanta/DeKalb SCLC and
Sears-Atlanta is a demonstration to all men of goodwill that, in the
name of economic justice and appreciation of minority consumer patronage,
white business institutions and minority community organizations can
join together with the belief that theeconomic and social future of the
metropolitan Atlanta area is dependent upon the economic and social
uplifting of the minority communities within that market. Metro Atlanta/
DeKalb SCLC and Sears-Atlanta intend to plan a vital role in overcoming
the deep social tensions that now keep the fabric of our society frayed.
Specifically, Sears-Atlanta enters a covenantal agreement with the
Metro Atlanta/DeKalb SCLC to do the followings
Commencing with the signing of this Covenant, Sears, Roebuck and
Company and the Metro Atlanta/DeKalb SCLC mutually agree to the imple¬
mentation of this Covenant by periodic evaluation and adjustment meetings
taking place between officials of Sears and a Steering Committee made
up of one employee from each store.
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PART I
A. AS AGREED, we have used all proper effort to see that any and all
criminal or civil charges are dropped against any and all Sears
employees arising out of the recent Sears-Atlanta dispute.
B. AS AGREED, all persons involved in the recent Sears-Atlanta dispute
have been reinstated to their previous positions without loss of
pay and with the same working hours and pay rate held prior to the
dispute.
C. AS AGREED, no mention of employee participation in bringing about
equal job opportunities and promotional opportunities for all Sears-
Atlanta employees--regardless of race, creed or color--by partici¬
pating in the picketing and boycotting of Sears-Atlanta, has been
or will be entered in their personnel files.
D. WE AGREE that no supervisor or managerial personnel be allowed to
harass, intimidate or punish any employee, in any way whatsoever,
for participating in bringing about equal job and promotional
opportunities for all Sears-Atlanta employees--regardless of race,
creed or color.
E. WE AGREED officials of Sears, Roebuck and Company will furnish SCLC
A COMPLETE COPY OF EACH UNITS EEO-1 (Sears Goal and Timetable
Progress Report) information data sheet.
PART IIA.WE AGREE that each store will have an Affirmative Action Committee
made up of four blacks and four whites. The black employees will
elect the first three, the white employees will elect the first
three, and management will choose two (one black and one white).
One member of each group will rotate off the committee every two
months and will be replaced by the next person cominguup in
alphabetical order. Any new employee hired after June 28, 1972,
must be passed the first time but be selected on the committee
in the second alphabetical selections.
NOTE: BELOW
B. WE AGREE that Sears, Roebuck and Company will present its official
policy-making body with a proposal to reduce the five-day sick
leave waiting period for persons with less than ten years of
service to one day.
C. WE AGREE that Sears, Roebuck and Company will establish a Terri¬
torial Sensitivity Committee with powers to act. This Committee
will consist of four Black members. This committee shall operate
out of the Territorial Personnel Office. This committee shall
have the responsibility of receiving complaints, making an investi¬
gation, decide who is right or wrong and make a decision. Their
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decisions are binding, unless it is appealed to and over ruled
by the Territorial Personnel Directors or Southern Region Director
of Sears.
D. WE AGREE that any time an employee is transferred or promoted there
will be a sala'y increase equal to the increase in responsibilities
and duties.
E. WE AGREE that blacks who are presently holding positions be
recognized in that position by title, duties and responsibilities
equal to that enjoyed by whites.
F. WE AGREE that Sears-Atlanta will review any dispute of promotions
or transfers of blacks between the period of June 28th and July
31st, 1972, when a complaint is registered.
G. WE AGREE that Sears-Atlanta wi 11 purchase and provide protective
clothing where needed, within one week.
H. WE AGREE buyers will not supervise operating personnel beginning
immediately.
I. WE AGREED to accelerate the employment and promotion of blacks
into vacancies as they occur in all phases of employment in each
store, we have not achieved the EEO Affirmative Action goal until
employment is representative of the racial balance of the area.
J. WE AGREE that Sears-Atlanta will fill the position of a black store
manager in one of the "A" stores in the Metro Atlanta area within
six months.
K. WE AGREE TO have several blacks as supervisors, parts managers,
and assistant managers on the floor and in the office. Blacks
must not only be supervisors over black employeesj but as whites,
blacks should be over black and white employees.
L. WE AGREE that beginning immediately, particular effort will be made
to place as vacancies occur, qualified blacks in UBC, customer
service, mailroom, security, typing, auditing, supply room, tele¬
phone unit, data speed, timekeepers, electricians, and switchboard
in cases where we have not achieved the EEO Affirmative Action Goals,
until such time as these goals are accomplished.
M. WE AGREE that minimum of three blacks be placed on the Sears Terri¬
torial Parts Pool Management Staff in Atlanta—one in thirty (30)
days; one in ninety (90) days; and another in four (4) months,
commencing July 3I# 1972.
N. WE AGREE that blacks will be given merit raises equal to whites.
WE AGREE that blacks—like whites--with qualifications but little
service time will be promoted just like whites and not discriminated
against because of their short service time.
0.
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P. WE AGREE that Sears will submit to SCLC a statement requesting a
Christmas bonus for all Sears employees which will be forwarded
to the National Personnel Department who will make the final
decision and the outcome of this decision will be referred to SCLC.Q.. WE AGREE THAT as job vacancies occur and openings are posted, any
special qualifications for each position will be listed.
R. WE AGREE that there will be no discrimination in pay between blacks
and whites performing the same services with same length of time
in the job.
S. WE AGREE there will be black representation in managment at all
Sears retail stores in the Metropolitan Atlanta area within six
months, beginning July 31> 1972.
T. WE AGREE that there will be an equal salary scale for all employees
doing equal work, along with an immediate review of record of
employee responsibilities, duties and titles.
U. WE AGREE that there be a more effective training program with more
blacks included.
V. WE AGREE that Sears will submit to SCLC a statement requesting
that any employee working forty (40) hours in any given week should
receive full time commission, which will be forwarded to the National
Personnel Department who will make the final decision; the outcome
of this decision will be referred to SCLC.
W. WE AGREE to an immediate increase in the percentage of black
employees.
X. WE AGREE to accelerate the employment and promotion of qualified
blacks into Sears>Atlanta truck drivers jobs as vacancies occur
where we have not achieved the EEO Affirmative Action goals, until
such time as these goals are accomplished.
Y. WE AGREE that Sears-Atlanta will not require blacks to have
any more education for a given job than whites for the same or
similar job.
Z. WE AGREE THAT ANY employee performing more than one job will be
paid based on the salary scale for the highest job classification.
Zl. WE AGREE that any Sears-Atlanta employee requesting to take the
birthday of the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. as one of his three
paid personal holidays earned in accordance with Company policy
shall be allowed to do so.
Z2. WE AGREE that all job vacancies in each unit will be posted in a
prominent location.
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Z3. WE AGREE that Sears will submit to SCLC a statement requesting that
Sears pay hospitalization insurance for all employees completing
one-year of service.
PART III
A. WE AGREE that Sears will increase its advertising budget 10(%
in the black newspaper and 50% in the black radio.
B. WE AGREE THAT 50% of Sears' equipment, materials, supplies, and
utility installation sub-contracts be let to black contractors.
SCLC will submit to Sears a list of qualified competitive con¬
tractors.
C. WE AGREE that Sears-Atlanta will give fair consideration in its
hiring practices to one-time offenders who have paid their debt
to society.
D. WE AGREE that Sears will retail any black-owned manufactured pro¬
ducts which meet Sears buying specifications as well as Sears
customer needs.
E. WE AGREE that Sears-Atlanta will deposit an additional one hundred
thousand ($100,000.00) dollars in a black bank within six months
$50,000.00 will be deposited within three (3) months and an addi¬
tional $50,000.00 will be deposited in six (6) months beginning
July 31, 1972.
F. WE AGREE that Sears-Atlanta will take under consideration con¬
tributing to the building of the black community and helping blacks
stand on their own two feet by furnishing resources to groups and
organizations that are truly involved in liberating black people.
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